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ALMOST SPLIT SEQUENCES IN TRI-EXACT CATEGORIES
SHIPING LIU AND HONGWEI NIU
Abstract. We shall study the existence of almost split sequences in tri-exact
categories, that is, extension-closed subcategories of triangulated categories.
Our results unify and extend the existence theorems for almost split sequences
in abelian categories and exact categories (that is, extension-closed subcate-
gories of abelian categories), and those for almost split triangles in triangulated
categories in [4, 17, 20, 24, 26, 29]. As applications, we shall obtain some new
results on the existence of almost split sequences in the derived categories of
all modules over an algebra with a unity or a locally finite dimensional algebra
given by a quiver with relations.
Introduction
Since its introduction in the last seventies; see [5, 6], the Auslander-Reiten the-
ory of almost split sequences has been playing a fundamental role in the modern
representation theory of algebras; see, for example, [3, 7]. Later, Happel introduced
the analogous theory of almost split triangles in triangulated categories; see [15, 16],
making the Auslander-Reiten theory applicable in other areas of mathematics such
as algebraic topology and algebraic geometry; see [28, 18, 19]. Since then, this
theory has been further developed separately for exact categories and triangulated
categories; see [4, 17, 20, 22, 24, 26, 29]. Our purpose is to unify and extend these
results by working with tri-exact categories. Observe that the existence of almost
split sequences in a Krull-Schmidt category will help us to classify the indecom-
posable objects and describe certain morphisms in terms of the Auslander-Reiten
quiver; see [25]. We shall outline the content of the paper section by section.
In Section 1, in addition to laying down the foundation, we shall also study
modules over an R-algebra, which are reflexive with respect to the minimal injective
co-generator for ModR, where R is a commutative ring. These modules will play
the same role as those of finite length over an artin algebra. In case the algebra
is reflexive and noetherian, we shall establish a duality between the R-noetherian
modules and the R-artinian modules; see (1.4), which generalizes the well-known
Matlis duality; see [4, 13].
In Section 2, we shall study mainly the stable categories of a tri-exact category.
The stable categories were first considered by Auslander and Reiten for modules
over an artin algebra in order to establish the existence of almost split sequences;
see [6]. Later, Lenzing and Zuazua defined the stable categories of an abelian
category without projective or injection objects; see [24], which carry over easily
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to an exact category; see [26]. We shall extend them to tri-exact categories and
show that every exact category is equivalent to a tri-exact category with equivalent
stable categories. This ensures that the study of almost split sequences in exact
categories and abelian categories is covered under our tri-exact setting. We should
point out that a triangulated category coincides with its stable categories.
In Section 3, we shall study the existence of an individual almost split sequence
in a tri-exact category. Historically, one derives an almost split sequence from
an Auslander-Reiten formula in an abelian category; see [4] and [24, (1.1)], and
an almost split triangle from a Serre formula in a triangulated category; see [20,
(2.2)] and [29, (I.2.3)], but the converses do not hold in general. These formulae
involve taking the “dual” of some stable Hom-spaces against injective modules over
various rings; see [4, 7, 20, 24]. Recently, some necessary and sufficient conditions
were found for the existence of an almost split sequence in an exact R-category,
where the “dual” is taken against an injective co-generator for ModR; see [26,
(2.2)]. By taking the “dual” against injective modules over rings mapping to the
stable endomorphisms of two prescribed objects, we shall obtain some necessary
and sufficient conditions for the existence of an almost split sequence in a tri-exact
category; see (3.7), which essentially cover all the previously mentioned results.
In Section 4, we shall be concerned with the global existence of almost split se-
quences in a tri-exact category. It is known that an Ext-finite abelian R-category
withR being artinian has almost split sequences if and only if it admits an Auslander-
Reiten duality; see [7, 14, 24] and a Hom-finite triangulated category over a field
has almost split triangles on the right (or left) if and only if it admits a right (or
left) Serre functor; see [29, (I.2.3)]. We shall deal this problem for Hom-reflexive
Krull-Schmidt tri-exact categories. This class of categories includes the category
of noetherian modules and that of artinian modules over a noetheiran R-algebra
with R being notherian complete local, which are not Hom-finite if the algebra is
not artinian; see [4]. We shall show that such a tri-exact R-category has almost
split sequences on the right (or left) if and only if it admits a full right (or left)
Auslander-Reiten functor; see (4.8). In the right (or left) triangulated case, the ex-
istence of almost split sequences on the right (or left) is equivalent to the existence
of a right (or left) Auslander-Reiten functor, or equivalently, a right (or left) Serre
functor with a proper image; see (4.10).
In Section 5, we shall study the existence of almost split triangles in the de-
rived categories of an abelian category with enough projective objects and enough
injective objects. This has been done for the bounded derived category of finite
dimensional modules over a finite dimensional algebra; see [16, 15]. In the most
general case, we shall show that an almost split triangle in the bounded derived cate-
gory starts with a bounded complex of injective objects and ends with a bounded
complex of projective objects; see (5.2) and (5.3). In case the abelain category
admits a Nakayama functor with respect to a subcategory of projective objects;
see (5.4), we shall establish an existence theorem of an almost split triangle in the
bounded derived category; see (5.8). In case the subcategory of projective objects
is Hom-reflexive, we shall describe all possible almost split triangles in the bounded
derived category; see (5.12). These results will be applicable to the derived cate-
gories of module over an general algebra, a reflexive notherian algebra, or a locally
finite dimensional algebra given by a quiver with relations.
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1. Preliminaries
The main objective of this section is to fix the notation and the terminology, which
will be used throughout this paper, and collect some preliminary results. However,
we shall also obtain some new results on modules over an algebra. Throughout this
paper, morphisms in any category are composed from the right to the left.
1) Modules. All rings and algebras except for those given by a quiver with
relations have an identity. Let Σ be a ring or an algebra. We shall denote by
ModΣ the category of all left Σ -modules, and by modΣ the full subcategory of
ModΣ of modules of finite length. For convenience, we shall identify the category
of all right Σ -modules with ModΣop, where Σ op is the opposite ring or the opposite
algebra of Σ . A map f : M → N in ModΣ is called socle essential provided that
Im(f) ∩ Soc(N) is non-zero whenever Soc(N) is non-zero.
Let M be a left or right Σ -module. Then M∗ = HomΣ (M,Σ ) is a right or left
Σ -module, respectively. Given u ∈M , we have uˆ ∈M∗∗ = HomΣ (M∗,Σ ), sending
f ∈ M∗ to f(u). The map ρ
M
: M → M∗∗, sending u to uˆ, is clearly a natural
Σ -linear map. It is well known; see, for example, [30, (3.15)] that M is finitely
generated projective if and only if it has a finite projective basis {ui; fi}1≤i≤n,
where ui ∈ M and fi ∈ M∗, such that u =
∑n
i=1 fi(u)ui (or u =
∑n
i=1 uifi(u))
for all u ∈ M . We shall denote by projΣ the full subcategory of ModΣ of finitely
generated projective modules. The following statement is probably well-known.
1.1. Lemma. Let Σ be a ring or an algebra. Then HomΣ (−,Σ ) : projΣ → projΣ
op
is a duality.
Proof. Let P ∈ projΣ with a finite projective basis {ui; fi}1≤i≤n. Given f ∈ P ∗
and u ∈ P, we obtain
(
∑n
i=1 fi uˆi(f))(u) =
∑n
i=1 (fif(ui)) (u) =
∑n
i=1 fi(u)f(ui) = f(
∑n
i=1 fi(u)ui).
Since u =
∑n
i=1 fi(u)ui, we conclude that f =
∑n
i=1 fi uˆi(f). That is, {fi; uˆi}1≤i≤n
is a projective basis of P ∗. In particular, P ∗ ∈ projΣ op. If u ∈ P is non-zero, since
u =
∑n
i=1 fi(u)ui, we see that uˆ is non-zero. That is, ρP is a monomorphism. As
shown above, P ∗∗ has a projective basis {uˆi; fˆi}1≤i≤n. Given ϕ ∈ P ∗∗, we obtain
ϕ =
∑n
i=1 fˆi(ϕ)uˆi =
∑n
i=1 ϕ(fi)uˆi = ρP (
∑n
i=1 ϕ(fi)ui).
Thus, ρ
P
is an isomorphism. The proof of the lemma is completed.
Throughout this paper, R will stand for a commutative ring and IR for a minimal
injective co-generator for ModR; see [1, (18.19)]. We shall use frequently the functor
D = HomR(−, IR) : ModR→ ModR. The following statement is probably known.
1.2. Proposition. Let U be a module over a commutative ring R.
(1) If U is of finite length n, then DU is also of length n.
(2) If U is finitely co-generated, then DU is finitely generated.
(3) If DU is artinian or noetherian, then U is noetherian or artinian respectively.
Proof. Assume first that U is simple. In particular, U = Ru for some u ∈ U .
Consider some non-zero linear functions f, g ∈ DU . Since IR is a minimal injective
co-generator, soc(IR) contains exactly one copy of U ; see [1, (18.19)]. Therefore,
g(U) = f(U), and hence, g(u) = rf(u) for some r ∈ R. This yields g = rf . Thus,
DU is also simple. By induction, we can establish Statement (1).
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Assume next that U is finitely co-generated, that is, U has an essential socle
S = S1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ St, where the Si are simple; see [1, (10.4)]. Consider the canonical
projections pi : S → Si and the canonical injections qi : Si → S, and fix some
monomorphisms fi : Si → IR, for i = 1, . . . , t. Letting q : S → U be the inclusion,
we obtain R-linear maps gi : U → IR such that giq = fipi, for i = 1, . . . , t. Given
any R-linear map g : U → IR, as seen above, gqqi = rifi for some ri ∈ R. This
yields gq =
∑t
i=1 gqqipi =
∑t
i=1 rifipi = (
∑t
i=1 rigi)q. Since q is an essential
monomorphism, g =
∑t
i=1 rigi. Statement (2) is established.
Finally, given a submodule V of U , we denote by V ⊥ the submodule of DU
of R-linear maps vanishing on V and by ⊥(V ⊥) the submodule of U of elements
annihilated by the R-linear maps in V ⊥. Then, V ⊆ ⊥(V ⊥). We claim that
V = ⊥(V ⊥). Otherwise, we can find an R-linear map h : U → IR such that
h(⊥(V ⊥)) 6= 0 but h(V ) = 0, contrary to the definition. Using this claim, we may
easily establish Statement (3). The proof of the proposition is completed.
Let A be an R-algebra. A left or right A-moduleM is called R-noetherian or R-
artinian if RM is noetherian or artinian; and A is called a noetherian or reflexive R-
algebra if AA is R-noetherian or R-reflexive, respectively. Note that our definition of
a noetherian R-algebra is different from the classical one, where R is assumed to be
noetherian. Consider the exact functors D = HomR(−, IR) :ModA→ModAop and
D = HomR(−, IR) :ModA
op→ModA. Given a left or rightA-moduleM , we obtain
a canonical A-linear monomorphism σ
M
:M → D2M so that σ
M
(x)(f) = f(x), for
x ∈M and f ∈ DM . We shall say that M is R-reflexive if σ
M
is bijective.
1.3. Lemma. Let A be an R-algebra. The full subcategory RModA of ModA of
R-reflexive modules is abelian, contains all modules of finite R-length, and admits
a duality D : RModA→ RModAop.
Proof. Considering the canonical monomorphisms and applying the Snake Lemma,
we see that RModA is closed under taking submodules and quotient modules, that
is, it is abelian. If M ∈ ModA is of R-length n, by Proposition 1.2(1), so is D2M ,
and consequently, σ
M
: M → D2M is an isomorphism. Finally, by the definition
of reflexive modules, D : RModA → RModAop and D : RModAop → RModA are
mutual quasi-inverse. The proof of the lemma is completed.
Consider now the endofunctors ν
A
= DHomA(−, A) and ν -A = HomA(D(−), A)
of ModA. Put injA = ν
A
(projA) which, by Lemma 1.1, contains only injective
modules. Let mod+A stand for the full subcategory of ModA of finitely generated
modules, and mod−A for that of modules finitely co-generated by injA.
1.4. Theorem. Let A be a reflexive noetherian R-algebra.
(1) The functors ν
A
: projA → injA and ν -
A
: injA → projA are mutual quasi-
inverses, where projA and injA have as objects all R-noetherian projective
modules and all R-artinian injective modules, respectively.
(2) There exists a duality D = HomR(−, IR) : mod
+Aop → mod−A, where mod+A
and mod−A are abelian subcategories of RModA, whose objects are all R-
noetherian modules and all R-artinian modules, respectively.
Proof. Since AA is R-reflexive and R-noetherian, we deduce from Lemma 1.3 that
mod+A is an abelian subcategory of RModA, whose objects are clearly the R-
noetherian A-modules. In particular, the objects of projA are the R-noetherian
projective A-modules. On the other hand, since Aop is also a reflexive noetherian
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R-algebra, mod+Aop is an abelian subcategory of RModAop. Consider the equiva-
lence HomA(−, A) : projA → projAop and the duality D : RModAop → RModA
in Lemmas 1.1 and 1.3, we see that injA is a subcategory of RModA, whereas the
functors ν
A
: projA→ injA and ν -
A
: injA→ projA are mutual quasi-inverses.
Being finitely co-generated by injA, by Lemma 1.3, mod−A is a subcategory of
RModA. Given M ∈ RModAop, in view of the duality D : RModAop → RModA,
we see that M ∈ mod−A if and only if DM ∈ mod+Aop. Thus, we obtain a
duality D : mod+Aop → mod−A. In particular, mod−A is abelian. Since mod+Aop
contains only R-noetherian modules, by Proposition 1.2(3), mod−A contains only
R-artinian modules. On the other hand, if M ∈ ModA is R-artinian, then RM
is finitely co-generated, and by Proposition 1.2(2), DM is finitely generated over
R. In particular, DM ∈ mod+Aop, and hence, D2M ∈ mod−A. Since mod−A is
abelian and σ
M
: M → D2M is a monomorphism, M ∈ mod−A. Finally, let I be
an R-artinian injective A-module. Then, I is an injective object in mod−A. Hence,
I ∼= DP , where P is a projective object in mod+Aop. It is then easy to see that
P ∈ projAop, that is, I ∈ injA. The proof of the theorem is completed.
Remark. A noetherian algebra over a commutative noetherian complete local ring
is reflexive; see [4, Section 5]. Thus, Theorem 1.4 generalizes the well-known Matlis
duality; see [4, Section 5] and [13, (3.2.13)].
We conclude this subsection with algebras given by a quiver with relations. Let
Q be a locally finite quiver with vertex set Q0. An infinite path in Q is called
left infinite if it has no starting point and right infinite if it has no ending point.
Given a field k, an ideal J in the path algebra kQ is called weakly admissible if it
lies in the ideal generated by the paths of length two; and locally admissible if, for
any x ∈ Q0, there exists nx ∈ Z for which R contains all paths of length ≥ nx,
starting or ending with x. Consider Λ = kQ/J , where J is weakly admissible, with
a complete set of pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents {ex | x ∈ Q0}. One
calls Λ locally finite dimensional if exΛey is finite dimensional for all x, y ∈ Q0;
and strongly locally finite dimensional if J is locally admissible; see [12, Section
1(4)]. Assume that Λ is locally finite dimensional. We shall denote by ModΛ the
category of all left Λ-modulesM such thatM = ⊕x∈Q0 exM , and by mod
bΛ the full
subcategory of ModΛ of finite dimensional modules. Given x ∈ Q0, one obtains
a projective module Px = Λex and an injective module Ix = D(Λ
opex); see [12,
Section 3]. Let projΛ and injΛ be the strictly additive subcategories of ModΛ
generated by the Px with x ∈ Q0 and by the Ix with x ∈ Q0, respectively. Observe
that Λ is strongly locally finite dimensional if and only if all Px and Ix with x ∈ Q0
are finite dimensional.
2) Additive categories. Throughout this paper, all functors between additive
categories are additive. Let A be an additive category. A strictly additive sub-
category of A is a full subcategory which is closed under finite direct sums, direct
summands and isomorphisms. An object in A is called strongly indecomposable if it
has a local endomorphism ring. One says that A is Krull-Schmidt if every non-zero
object is a finite direct sum of strongly indecomposable objects; and in this case,
A/I is Krull-Schmidt, for every ideal I in A.
A morphism f : X → Y in A is called left minimal if every morphism h : Y → Y
such that f = hf is an automorphism; left almost split if f is not a section such that
every non-section morphism g : X →M factors through it; and minimal left almost
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split if it is left minimal and left almost split. In the dual situations, one says that
f is right minimal, right almost split, and minimal right almost split, respectively.
3) Stable categories of exact categories. Let C be an exact category, that
is an extension-closed subcategory of an abelian category A; see [26, Section 2].
Given X,Y ∈ C , one writes Ext1C (X,Y ) = Ext
1
A(X,Y ). A morphism f : X → Y
in C is called injectively trivial in C if the push-out map
Ext1C (Z, f) : Ext
1
C (Z,X)→ Ext
1
C (Z, Y ) : δ 7→ f · δ
vanishes for all Z ∈ C ; and projectively trivial in C if the pull-up map
Ext1C (f, Z) : Ext
1
C (Y, Z)→ Ext
1
C (X,Z) : ζ 7→ ζ · f
vanishes for all Z ∈ C . Denoting by IC the ideal of injectively trivial morphisms
and by PC that of projectively trivial morphisms, one obtains the injectively stable
category C = C /IC and the projectively stable category C = C /PC of C ; see
[26, 24]. In the sequel, we shall write as usual Hom
C
(X,Y ) = HomC (X,Y ) and
HomC (X,Y ) = HomC (X,Y ), for all X,Y ∈ C .
4) Triangulated categories. Let A be a triangulated category, whose trans-
lation functor will always be written as [1]. An exact triangle
X
f // Y
g // Z
δ // X [1]
in A is called almost split if f is minimal left almost split and g is minimal right
almost split; see [16, (4.1)]. In this case, X and Z will be called the starting term
and the ending term, respectively.
1.5. Definition. A full subcategory C of a triangulated category A is called exten-
sion-closed provided, for any exact triangle X // Y // Z // X [1] in A, that
Y ∈ C whenever X,Z ∈ C. In this case, we shall simply call C a tri-exact category.
Observe that an extension-closed subcategory of a triangulated category is strictly
additive, but it is not necessarily closed under the translation functor [1].
1.6. Definition. An extension-closed subcategory C of a triangulated category A
will be called
(1) left triangulated provided, for any exact triangle X // Y // Z // X [1] in
A, that X ∈ C whenever Y, Z ∈ C.
(2) right triangulated provided, for any exact triangle X // Y // Z // X [1]
in A, that Z ∈ C whenever X,Y ∈ C.
Let C be a full subcategory of A. For n ∈ Z, we denote by C[n] the full subcate-
gory of A generated by the objects X [n] with X ∈ C. Clearly, X ∈ C[n] if and only
if X [−n] ∈ C. Turning exact triangles in A, we obtain the following observation.
1.7. Lemma. An extension-closed subcategory C of a triangulated category is left
triangulated if and only if C[−1] ⊆ C; and right triangulated if and only if C[1] ⊆ C.
Observe that a left or right triangulated subcategory of a triangulated category
is a left or right triangulated category as defined in [2, (1.1)] and will be simply
called a left triangulated category with a left translation [−1] or a right triangulated
category with a right translation [1], respectively.
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5) Derived categories. Let A be an additive category. We shall denote by
C(A) the complex category of A. The full subcategories of C(A) of bounded-above
complexes, of bounded-below complexes, and of bounded complexes will be written
as C−(A), C−(A) and Cb(A), respectively. Given ∗ ∈ {+,−, b, ∅}, let K∗(A)
stand for the homotopy category, that is the quotient of C∗(A) modulo the null-
homotopic morphisms, which is triangulated with a canonical projection functor
P
∗ : C∗(A) → K∗(A); and D∗(A) for the derived category, that is the localization
of K∗(A) with respect to the quasi-isomorphisms, which is also triangulated with
a canonical localization functor L∗ : K∗(A) → D∗(A). Given a morphism f. in
C∗(A), we shall write f¯. = P∗(f.) ∈ K∗(A) and f˜. = L∗(f¯.) ∈ D∗(A). Given
a complex M. ∈ Cb(A), its width w(M.) is an integer defined by w(M.) = 0 if
M i = 0 for all i ∈ Z; and otherwise, w(M.) = t− s+ 1, where s ≤ t such that M s
and M t are non-zero, but M i = 0 for all i /∈ [s, t]. Furthermore, given a complex
(X., d.) over A and some integer n, one defines two brutal truncations
κ≥n(X
.
) : · · · // 0 // Xn
dn // Xn+1
dn+1 // Xn+2 // · · ·
and
κ≤n(X
.
) : · · · // Xn−2
dn−2 // Xn−1
dn−1 // Xn // 0 // · · · ,
where Xn is the component of degree n in both complexes, with two canonical
morphisms µ.n : κ≥n(X
.)→ X. such that µpn = 1Xp for p ≥ n and µ
p
n = 0 for p < n;
and pi.n : X
. → κ≤n(X
.) such that pipn = 1Xp for p ≤ n and pi
p
n = 0 for p > n. The
following statement is well-known; see [27, (III.4.4.2)] and [17, (1.3)].
1.8. Lemma. Let A be an additive category. If X. ∈ C(A) and n ∈ Z, then K(A)
has an exact triangle κ≥n(X
.) // X. // κ≤n−1(X
.) // κ≥n(X
.)[1].
Consider now the derived category of an abelian category A. Fix an integer
n. We shall denote by D≤n(A) and D≥n(A) the full subcategories of D(A) of
complexes M. with Hi(M.) = 0 for all i > n and of complexes M. with Hi(M.) = 0
for all i < n respectively, where Hi(M.) is the i-th cohomology of M.. By Lemma
1.6, D≤n(A) is right triangulated and D≥n(A) is left triangulated in D(A). Let
(X., d.) be a complex over A. Writing dn = qnpn, where pn : Xn → Cn is the
cokernel of dn−1, and dn−1 = injn−1, where in : Kn → Xn is the kernel of dn, we
obtain two smart truncations
τ≥n(X
.
) : · · · // 0 // Cn
qn // Xn+1
dn+1 // Xn+2 // · · · ,
where Cn is of degree n, with a canonical projection p.n : X
. → τ≥n(X
.) so that
pnn = p
n and psn = 1Xs for all s > n; and
τ≤n(X
.
) : · · · // Xn−2
dn−2 // Xn−1
jn−1 // Kn // 0 // · · ·
where Kn is of degree n, with a canonical injection i.n : τ≤n(X
.) → X. so that
inn = i
n and itn = 1Xt for all t < n.
1.9. Lemma. Let B be an abelian subcategory of an abelian category A. Consider
X. ∈ C∗(A) with ∗ ∈ {∅,−,+, b} and Y . ∈ C(B). If X. ∼= Y
.
in D(A), then there
exists Z. ∈ C∗(B) such that X. ∼= Z
.
in D∗(A).
Proof. We shall only consider the case where X. ∈ Cb(A) and Y . ∈ C(B) such that
X. ∼= Y
. in D(A). Let s, t with s ≤ t be such that Xp = 0 for p 6∈ [s, t]. Then,
Hp(Y .) = 0 for all p 6∈ [s, t], and hence, the canonical injection i.t : τ≤t(Y
.) → Y .
and the canonical projection p.s : τ≤t(Y
.)→ τ≥s(τ≤t(Y
.)) are quasi-isomorphisms;
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see [27, (III.3.4.1), (III.3.4.2)]. As a consequence, τ≥s(τ≤t(Y
.)) ∈ Cb(B) such that
X. ∼= τ≥s(τ≤t(Y
.)) in Db(A). The proof of the lemma is completed.
In the same fashion, one can show that D∗(A) with ∗ ∈ {−,+, b} fully embeds
in D(A); see [27, (III.3.4.3), (III.3.4.4), (III.3.4.5)]. In the sequel, we shall always
regard D∗(A) as a full triangulated subcategory of D(A).
2. Tri-exact structure and stable categories
The objective of this section is to study the tri-exact structure in a non-axiomatic
fashion and introduce the stable categories of a tri-exact category. They are analo-
gous to the exact structure and the stable categories of an exact category as de-
scribed in [24, 26]. More importantly, we shall show that every exact category is
equivalent to a tri-exact category with equivalent stable categories.
Throughout this section C will denote a tri-exact category, say an extension-
closed subcategory of a triangulated category A. Given X,Y ∈ C, we shall write
Ext1C(X,Y ) = HomA(X,Y [1]), whose elements will be called extensions of Y by
X . Given an extension δ ∈ Ext1C(X,Y ) and two morphisms f ∈ HomC(M,X) and
g ∈ HomC(Y,N), we shall define
δ · f = δ ◦ f ∈ HomA(M,Y [1]) = Ext
1
C(M,Y )
and
g · δ = g[1] ◦ δ ∈ HomA(X,N [1]) = Ext
1
C(X,N).
This yields the following trivial observation.
2.1.Lemma. Let C be a tri-exact category. Given an extension δ and two morphisms
f, g in C, the following equations hold whenever the composites make sense :
(g · δ) · f = g · (δ · f); (δ · f) · g = δ · (fg); g · (f · δ) = (gf) · δ.
The tri-exact structure of C consists of the tri-exact sequences as defined below.
2.2. Definition. Let C be an extension-closed subcategory of a triangulated cate-
gory A. A sequence of morphisms X // Y // Z in C is called a tri-exact se-
quence if it embeds in an exact triangle
X // Y // Z
δ // X [1]
in A. In this case, we say that the tri-exact sequence is defined by δ ∈ Ext1C(Z,X),
and call X the starting term and Z the ending term.
Remark. It is well-known; see [16, (1.2)] that a tri-exact sequence is a pseudo-exact
sequence as defined in [25, Section 1]. The converse, however, is not true.
The following statement describes some basic properties of the tri-exact structure
of a tri-exact category.
2.3. Lemma. Let C be a tri-exact category, and let X
f // Y
g // Z be a tri-exact
sequence defined by an extension δ ∈ Ext1C(Z,X).
(1) A morphism u : X →M factors through f if and only if u · δ = 0.
(2) A morphism v : N → Z factors through g if and only if δ · v = 0.
(3) The morphism f is a section if and only if g is a retraction if and only if δ = 0.
(4) If X or Z is strongly indecomposable, then g is right minimal or f is left
minimal, respectively.
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Proof. Assume that C is an extension-closed subcategory of a triangulated category
A. Statements (3) and (4) follow from some well-known properties of A; see [16,
(1.4)] and [20, (2.4),(2.5)]. Given a morphism u : X → M in C, we obtain a
commutative diagram with rows being exact triangles
X
f //
u

Y
g //

Z
δ // X [1]
u[1]

M
f ′ // L
g′ // Z
u·δ // M [1]
in A, where L ∈ C. If u · δ = 0, then f ′ is a section, and hence, u factors through
f . If u factors through f then, by rotating the top exact triangle to the left, we see
that u ◦ (−δ[−1]) = 0, and hence, u · η = u[1] ◦ δ = 0. This establish Statement (1).
Dually, we can prove Statement (2). The proof of the lemma is completed.
We are ready to introduce the stable categories of C. Fix an object M in C.
Given a morphism f : X → Y in C, we obtain two Z-linear maps
Ext1C(M, f) : Ext
1
C(M,X)→ Ext
1
C(M,Y ) : δ 7→ f · δ
and
Ext1C(f,M) : Ext
1
C(Y,M)→ Ext
1
C(X,M) : ζ 7→ ζ · f.
This consideration yields a covariant functor Ext1C(M,−) : C → ModZ and a con-
travariant functor Ext1C(−,M) : C → ModZ.
A morphism f : X → Y in C is called injectively trivial if Ext1C(M, f) = 0 for
all M ∈ C; and projectively trivial if Ext1C(f,M) = 0 for all M ∈ C; compare [24,
Section 2]. Moreover, an object X ∈ C is called Ext-injective if 1X is injectively
trivial, or equivalently, Ext1C(M,X) = 0 for all M ∈ C; and Ext-projective if 1X
is projectively trivial, or equivalently, Ext1C(X,N) = 0 for all N ∈ C. Clearly, the
injectively trivial morphisms and the projectively trivial morphisms form two ideals
written as PC and IC in C, respectively. The following observation is important.
2.4. Lemma. Let C be an extension-closed subcategory of a triangulated category.
(1) If X ∈ C ∩ C[1], then PC(M,X) = 0 for all M ∈ C.
(2) If X ∈ C ∩ C[−1], then IC(X,N) = 0 for all N ∈ C.
Proof. We shall only prove Statement (1). Let f : M → X be projectively trivial,
where X ∈ C ∩ C[1]. Since X [−1] ∈ C, we see that 1X ∈ Ext
1
C(X,X [−1]) is such
that Ext1C(f,X [−1])(1X) = 0, that is, f = 0. The proof of the lemma is completed.
We are ready to define the stable categories of a tri-exact category.
2.5. Definition. Let C be a tri-exact category. We shall call C = C/IC the injec-
tively stable category, and C= C/PC the projectively stable category, of C.
Remark. In view of Lemmas 1.7 and 2.4, we see that C = C in case C is a left
triangulated category, and C = C in case C is a right triangulated category.
We shall put HomC(X,Y ) = HomC(X,Y ) and HomC(X,Y ) = HomC(X,Y ), for
all X,Y ∈ C. Consider a morphism f : X → Y in C. We shall write f¯ and f for its
images in HomC(X,Y ) and Hom C(X,Y ), respectively. In this way, we may define
f¯ · ζ = f · ζ and δ · f = δ · f , for all ζ ∈ Ext1(M,X) and δ ∈ Ext1(M,Y ).
2.6. Lemma. Let C be a Krull-Schmidt tri-exact category.
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(1) If X ∈ C is indecomposable, then there exists an indecomposable object M in C
such that HomC(X,−) ∼= HomC(M,−) and Ext
1
C(X,−) ∼= Ext
1
C(M,−).
(2) If X ∈ C is indecomposable, then there exists an indecomposable object N in C
such that HomC(−, X) ∼= HomC(−, N) and Ext
1
C(−, X)
∼= Ext1C(−, N).
Proof. We shall only prove the first statement. Let X ∈ C be indecomposable.
Since C is Krull-Schmidt, End(X) is semiperfect; see [26, (1.1)]. Thus, End(X)
has a complete orthogonal set {e1, . . . , en} of primitive idempotents such that
eiEnd(X)ei is local, for i = 1, . . . , n; see [1, (27.6)]. Since End(X) is local, we
may assume that e1 = 1X . Let q : M → X and p : X → M be morphisms such
that pq = 1M and qp = e1. Observing that End(M) ∼= e1End(X)e1, we see that
M is indecomposable in C. Given Y ∈ C, since 1X − e1 is projectively trivial,
we obtain two Z-linear isomorphisms Ext1C(p, Y ) : Ext
1
C(M,Y ) → Ext
1
C(X,Y ) and
HomC(p, Y ) : HomC(M,Y )→ HomC(X,Y ), which are evidently natural in Y . The
proof of the lemma is completed.
Next, we shall relate exact categories to tri-exact categories. Fix an abelian
category A and consider its derived category D(A). Given an object X in A, we
obtain a stalk complexX [n] whose component of degree−n isX . Given a morphism
f : X → Y in A, we obtain a morphism f [n] : X [n] → Y [n] whose component of
degree −n is f . Consider the canonical embedding functor
D : A→ D(A) : X 7→ X [0]; f 7→ f˜ [0],
where f˜ [0] is the image of f [0] under L ◦ P : C(A) → D(A); see [27, (III.3.4.7)].
Let C be an extension-closed subcategory of A. We shall denote by Cˆ the full
subcategory of D(A) of complexes X. with H0(X.) ∈ C and Hi(X.) = 0 for i 6= 0.
2.7. Lemma. Let C be an extension-closed subcategory of an abelian category A.
(1) The category Cˆ is an extension-closed subcategory of D(A).
(2) Given X. ∈ Cˆ , there exists a natural isomorphism θX. : X
.→ H0(X.)[0] in Cˆ .
Proof. Given X. ∈ Cˆ , consider the smart truncations τ≤0(X
.) and τ≥0(τ≤0(X
.)).
Since Hi(X.) = 0 for all i 6= 0, the canonical injection i.0 : τ≤0(X
.) → X. and
the canonical projection p.0 : τ≤0(X
.)→ τ≥0(τ≤0(X
.)) are quasi-isomorphisms; see
[27, (III.3.4)]. Observing that τ≥0(τ≤0(X
.)) = H0(X.)[0], we obtain a isomorphism
θX. : X
. → H0(X.)[0] in Cˆ , which is evidently natural in X..
Let X. // Y . // Z. // X.[1], where X., Z. ∈ Cˆ , be an exact triangle in
D(A). By the long exact sequence of cohomology, Hi(Y.) = 0 for all i 6= 0 and
0 // H0(X.) // H0(Y .) // H0(Z.) // 0 is a short exact sequence in A. Since
H0(X.),H0(Z.) ∈ C , we see that H0(Y .) ∈ C . The proof of the lemma is completed.
By Lemma 2.7, restricting the canonical embedding D : A → D(A) yields an
equivalence DC : C → Cˆ . We shall say that a functor F : C → ModZ is essentially
equivalent to a functor Fˆ : Cˆ → ModZ provided that F ∼= Fˆ ◦ DC .
2.8. Lemma. Let C be an extension-closed subcategory of an abelian category A,
and consider an object X in C .
(1) The functors Ext1C (X,−) and Ext
1
C (−, X) are essentially equivalent to the
functors Ext1
Cˆ
(X [0],−) and Ext1
Cˆ
(−, X [0]), respectively.
(2) The functors HomC (X,−) and HomC (−, X) are essentially equivalent to the
functors Hom
Cˆ
(X [0],−) and Hom
Cˆ
(−,X [0]), respectively.
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Proof. Given an extension δ ∈ Ext1C (M,N) represented by a short exact sequence
0 // N
f // L
g // M // 0
in C , it is well-known that D(A) has an induced exact triangle
N [0]
f˜ [0] // L[0]
g˜[0] //M [0]
δ˜ // N [1].
This yields an isomorphism
EM,N : Ext
1
C (M,N)→ Ext
1
Cˆ
(M [0], N [0]) : δ 7→ δ˜,
such, for all f ∈ HomC (X,M), δ ∈ Ext
1
C (Z,X) and g ∈ HomC (N,Z), that
EN,M (g · δ · f) = f˜ [0] · δ˜ · g˜[0]; see [27, (IV.2.1.1)]. Thus, Statement (1) holds.
To show Statement (2), we claim that a morphism f : X → Y in C is injectively
trivial if and only if f˜ [0] is injectively trivial in Cˆ . Assume first that f˜ [0] is injec-
tively trivial in Cˆ . Given any δ ∈ Ext1C (Z,X), we obtain EZ,Y (f · δ) = f˜ [0] · δ˜ = 0,
and hence, f ·δ = 0. That is, f is injectively trivial in C . Conversely, assume that f
is injectively trivial in C . Let ζ .∈ Ext1
Cˆ
(Z., X [0]). Setting Z = H0(Z.), by Lemma
2.7(2), we have an isomorphism θZ. : Z
.→ Z[0] in Cˆ . Thus, ζ . · θ−1Z. = δ˜ for some
δ ∈ Ext1C (Z,X). Observing that f˜ [0] · δ˜ = EZ,Y (f · δ) = EZ,Y (0) = 0, we obtain
f˜ [0] · ζ .= 0. That is, f˜ [0] is injectively trivial in Cˆ . This establishes our claim. As
a consequence, DC : C → Cˆ induces an equivalence between the injectively stable
categories. In particular, HomC (X,−) is essentially equivalent to Hom Cˆ (X [0],−).
In a dual fashion, we may establish the second part of Statement (2). The proof of
the lemma is completed.
The following statement is needed in the next section.
2.9. Lemma. Let C be an extension-closed subcategory of an abelian category A,
and let F,G : C → ModZ be functors essentially equivalent to Fˆ, Gˆ : Cˆ → ModZ
respectively. Then there exists a (mono, iso)morphism η : F → G if and only if
there exists a (mono, iso)morphism ηˆ : Fˆ → Gˆ.
Proof. Let ζ : F → Fˆ ◦ DC and ξ : G→ Gˆ ◦ DC be isomorphisms. Firstly, assume
that ηˆ : Fˆ → Gˆ is a morphism. Given X ∈ C , we set ηX = ξ
−1
X ◦ ηˆX[0] ◦ζX , which is
a monomorphism or isomorphism in case ηˆX[0] is a monomorphism or isomorphism,
respectively. This yields a desired (mono, iso)morphism η : F → G.
Conversely, assume that η : F → G is a morphism. Given X. ∈ Cˆ , by Lemma
2.7(2), there exists a natural isomorphism θX. : X
. → X [0], where X = H0(X.).
We define ηˆX. to be the composite of the following morphisms
Fˆ (X.)
Fˆ (θX.)// Fˆ (X [0])
ζ
−1
X // F (X)
ηX // G(X)
ξX // Gˆ(X [0])
Gˆ(θ−1
X
. )
// Gˆ(X.),
which is a monomorphism or isomorphism if ηX is a monomorphism or isomorphism
respectively. This yields a desired (mono, iso)morphism ηˆ : Fˆ → Gˆ. The proof of
the lemma is completed.
3. Almost split sequences
The objective of this section is to study the existence of an individual almost split
sequence in a tri-exact category. Using similar but more general techniques, we shall
unify and extend the results under various classical settings; see [2, 20, 26, 24, 29].
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In particular, Auslander’s existence theorem for an almost split sequence in the
category of all modules over a ring; see [4] and Krause’s existence theorem for an
almost triangle in a triangulated category fit well into our setting; see [20].
Throughout this section, C stands for a tri-exact category, say an extension-
closed subcategory of a triangulated category A. The following notion plays a
fundamental role in our investigation.
3.1. Definition. Let C be a tri-exact category. A tri-exact sequence
X
f // Y
g // Z
defined by an extension δ ∈ Ext1C(Z,X) is called almost split if f is minimal left
almost split and g is minimal right almost split. In this case, δ is called almost-zero.
Remark. An almost split sequence with a non-zero middle term is an Auslander-
Reiten sequence as defined in [25, (1.3)]. The converse is probably not true.
Modifying slightly the proof of the proposition stated in [15, (3.5)], we obtain
the uniqueness of an almost split sequence in a tri-exact category as follows.
3.2. Proposition. Let C be a tri-exact category. If X // Y // Z is an almost
split sequence in C, then it is unique up to isomorphism for X and for Z.
The following statement says in particular that the study of almost split se-
quences under various classical settings can be unified under our tri-exact setting.
3.3. Proposition. Let C be an extension-closed subcategory of an abelian category
A. Then every almost split sequence 0 // X // Y // Z // 0 in C induces
an almost split sequence X [0] // Y [0] // Z[0] in Cˆ ; and every almost split se-
quence in Cˆ can be obtained in this way.
Proof. Since DC : C → Cˆ is an equivalence, the first part of the proposition follows
immediately. Assume that Cˆ has an almost split sequence
X.
f
.
// Y .
g
.
// Z.
defined by an extension η. ∈ Ext1
Cˆ
(Z., X.[1]). Applying the long exact sequence of
cohomology, we obtain a short exact sequence
δ : 0 // H0(X.)
f // H0(Y .)
g // H0(Z.) // 0
in C , where f = H0(f.) and g = H0(g.). In view of Lemma 2.7(2), there exists a
commutative diagram with vertical isomorphisms
X.
f
.
//
θX.

Y .
g
.
//
θY.

Z.
ζ
.

η
.
// X.[1]
θX.[1]
H0(X.)[0]
f˜ [0] // H0(Y .)[0]
g˜[0] // H0(Z.)[0]
δ˜ // H0(X.)[1]
in D(A), where the rows are exact triangles. In particular, f˜ [0] is minimal left
almost split and g˜[0] is minimal right almost split in Cˆ . Since DC : C → Cˆ is an
equivalence, δ is almost split in C . The proof of the proposition is completed.
The following characterization of an almost split sequence in a tri-exact category
is adapted from those in the classical settings; see [6, 20].
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3.4. Theorem. Let C be a tri-exact category. If X
f // Y
g // Z is a tri-exact
sequence in C, then the following statements are equivalent.
(1) The sequence is an almost split sequence in C.
(2) The morphism f is left almost split and g is right almost split.
(3) The morphism f is left almost split and Z is strongly indecomposable.
(4) The morphism g is right almost split and X is strongly indecomposable.
(5) The morphism f is minimal left almost split or g is minimal right almost split.
Proof. Let η ∈ Ext1C(Z,X), defining the tri-exact sequence stated in the theorem.
If Statement (2) holds, then X and Z are strongly indecomposable; see [6, (2.3)],
and by Lemma 2.3(4), g is right minimal and f is left minimal, that is, Statement
(1) holds. Moreover, by Lemma 2.3(4), either of Statements (3) and (4) implies
Statement (5). Assume now that Statement (5) holds. To prove Statement (2), we
assume that C is an extension-closed subcategory of a triangulated category A. If g
is minimal right almost split, using the same argument given in [20, (2.6)], we may
show that f is left almost split. If f is minimal left almost split, one can dually
show that g is right almost split. The proof of the theorem is completed.
The rest of this section is devoted to the study of the existence of an almost
split sequence in a tri-exact category. We start with some properties of almost-zero
extensions; compare [18, (2.2)], [24, (3.1)] and [29, Page 306].
3.5. Lemma. Let C be a tri-exact category with δ ∈ Ext1C(Z,X) being almost-zero.
(1) A factorization δ = η · f exists whenever a non-zero extension η ∈ Ext1C(L,X)
or a non-zero morphism f ∈ HomC(Z,L) is given.
(2) A factorization δ = g¯ · ζ exists whenever a non-zero extension ζ ∈ Ext1C(Z,L)
or a non-zero morphism g¯ ∈ HomC(L,X) is given.
Proof. Given a non-zero extension η ∈ Ext1C(L,X), using the same proof of the first
statement of the sublemma stated in [29, Page 306], we obtain δ = η · f for some
morphism f ∈ HomC(Z,L). Given a non-zero extension ζ ∈ Ext
1
C(Z,L), by a dual
argument, we can show that δ = g¯ · ζ for some g¯ ∈ HomC(L,X).
Now, let f : Z → L be a non projectively trivial morphism in C. Then, there
exists some ζ ∈ ExtC(L,M) such that 0 6= ζ · f ∈ ExtC(Z,M). By the first part of
Statement (2), there exists some g :M → X in C such that δ = g · (ζ ·f) = (g ·ζ) ·f .
This establishes the second part of Statement (1). Dually, one can verify the second
part of Statement (2). The proof of the lemma is completed.
Given X,Z ∈ C, by Lemma 2.1, Ext1C(Z,X) is an End(X)-End(Z)-bimodule so
that f · δ · g = f · δ · g, for f ∈ End(X), δ ∈ Ext1C(Z,X) and g ∈ End(Z). Given
M ∈ C strongly indecomposable, we always write SM = End(M)/rad(End(M)),
which is a simple left End(M)-module if M is not Ext-injective; and a simple right
End(M)-module if M is not Ext-projective.
3.6.Theorem. Let C be a tri-exact category with X,Z ∈ C strongly indecomposable.
Consider non-zero ring homomorphisms Γ → End(X) and Σ → End(Z). Let ΓI
be an injective cogenerator of the left Γ -module SX and IΣ an injective cogenerator
of the right Σ-module SZ . If δ ∈ Ext
1
C(Z,X) is non-zero, then δ being almost zero
is equivalent to each of the following statements.
(1) There exists a monomorphism Ψ : Ext1C(Z,−)→ HomΓ (HomC(−, X), ΓI) such
that ΨX(δ) lies in the socle of the left End(X)-module HomΓ (End(X), ΓI).
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(2) There exists a monomorphism Φ : Ext1C(−, X)→ HomΣ (Hom C(Z,−), IΣ ) such
that ΦZ(δ) lies in the socle of the right End(Z)-module HomΣ (End(Z), IΣ ).
Proof. Let δ ∈ Ext1C(Z,X) be non-zero. We shall only consider Statement (1).
Let I be an injective cogenerator of the left Γ -module SX . Assume first that δ
is almost-zero. Consider the End(X)-submodule S of Ext1C(Z,X) generated by δ,
which is simple by Lemma 3.5(2). Since End(X) is local, S ∼= SX as left End(X)-
modules, and consequently, S ∼= SX as Γ -modules. Thus, we may find a Γ -linear
map ψ : Ext1C(Z,X)→ I with ψ(δ) 6= 0. Given L ∈ C, by Lemma 3.5(2), we obtain
a non-degenerate Z-bilinear form
<− ,−>L : HomC(L,X)× Ext
1
C(Z,L)→ I : (g¯, ζ) 7→ ψ(g¯ · ζ).
Since ψ is left Γ -linear, by Lemma 2.1, we obtain a Z-linear monomorphism
ΨL : Ext
1
C(Z,L)→ HomΓ (HomC(L,X), I) : ζ 7→<− , ζ >L,
which is natural in L. This yields a monomorphism Ψ as stated in Statement (1).
Since ΨX is a left End(X)-linear monomorphism, ΨX(S) is a simple submodule of
the left End(X)-module HomΓ (End(X), I). This establishes Statement (1).
Conversely, assume that Ψ : Ext1C(Z,−)→ HomΓ (HomC(−, X), I) is a monomor-
phism such that ΨX(δ) is in the left End(X)-socle of HomΓ (End(X), I). Then,
ΨX(δ) vanishes on rad(End(X)). Consider the non-splitting tri-exact sequence
(∗) X
f // Y
g // Z
in C defined by δ. Let u : X → L be a non-section morphism in C. In view of the
commutative diagram
Ext1C(Z,X)
ΨX //
Ext1
C
(Z,u¯)

HomΓ ( End(X), I)
HomΓ (HomC(u¯,X),I)

Ext1C(Z,L)
ΨL // HomΓ (HomC(L,X), I),
we obtain ΨL(u¯·δ) = ΨX(δ)◦HomC(u¯, X). For any morphism v : L→ X in C, since
vu ∈ rad(End(X)), we see that ΨL(u¯ · δ)(v¯) = ΨX(δ)(v¯u¯) = 0. Thus, ΨL(u¯ · δ) = 0,
and hence, u¯ · δ = 0. By Lemma 2.3(1), u factors through f . That is, f is left
almost split. Since Z is strongly indecomposable, by Theorem 3.4(3), the tri-exact
sequence (∗) is almost split. The proof of the theorem is completed.
Remark. In view of Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9 and Proposition 3.3, it is easy to see that
Theorem 3.6 covers the result stated in [26, (2.2)].
We are ready to obtain our main existence theorem of an almost splits sequence.
3.7.Theorem. Let C be a tri-exact category with X,Z ∈ C strongly indecomposable.
Consider non-zero ring homomorphisms Γ → End(X) and Σ → End(Z). Let Γ I
be an injective cogenerator of the left Γ -module SX and IΣ an injective cogenerator
of the right Σ-module SZ . The following statements are equivalent.
(1) There exists an almost split sequence X // Y // Z in C.
(2) There exists a monomorphism Ψ : Ext1C(Z,−)→ HomΓ (HomC(−, X), ΓI) such
that the left End(X)-linear map ΨX is socle essential.
(3) There exists a monomorphism Φ : Ext1C(−, X)→ HomΣ (Hom C(Z,−), IΣ ) such
that the right End(Z)-linear map ΦZ is socle essential.
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Proof. By Theorem 3.6, it suffices to prove that Statement (2) implies Statement
(1). Let I be an injective co-generator of the left Γ -module SX with a monomor-
phism Ψ : Ext1C(Z,−) → HomΓ (HomC(−, X), I) such that the left End(X)-linear
map ΨX : Ext
1
C(Z,X)→ HomΓ (End(X), I) is socle essential. Consider the canon-
ical projection p : End(X) → SX and fix a non-zero Γ -linear map q : SX → I.
Then, qp is a non-zero element in HomΓ (End(X), I) annihilated by rad(End(X)).
Since End(X) is local, qp belongs to the left End(X)-socle of HomΓ (End(X), I).
Since ΨX is socle essential, there exists δ ∈ Ext
1
C(Z,X) such that ΨX(δ) lies in the
left End(X)-socle of HomΓ (End(X), ΓI). By Theorem 3.6(1), δ defines an almost
split sequence as stated in Statement (1). The proof of the theorem is completed.
Remark. Observe, for any ring Σ , that a Σ -linear monomorphism f : M → N
is socle essential if M has a nonzero socle or N has an essential socle. Thus, we
see from Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9 and Proposition 3.3 that Theorem 3.7 includes the
results stated in [24, (4.1)] and [26, (2.3)].
By abuse of terminology, a functor F is called a subfunctor of another functor G
if there exists a monomorphism F → G. We shall drop the additional hypotheses
on ΨZ and ΦX stated in Theorem 3.7 in some special cases as below.
3.8.Theorem. Let C be a tri-exact category with X,Z ∈ C strongly indecomposable.
Consider non-zero surjective ring homomorphisms Γ → End(X) and Σ → End(Z).
Let Γ I be an injective envelope of the left Γ -module SX and IΣ an injective envelope
of the right Σ-module SZ . The following statements are equivalent.
(1) There exists an almost split sequence X // Y // Z in C.
(2) Ext1C(Z,−) is a non-zero subfunctor HomΓ (HomC(−, X), ΓI).
(3) Ext1C(−, X) is a non-zero subfunctor of HomΣ (Hom C(Z,−), IΣ ).
Proof. By Theorem 3.7, it suffices to prove that Statement (2) implies Statement
(1). Let Ψ : Ext1C(Z,−) → HomΓ (HomC(−, X), I) be a non-zero monomorphism,
where I = ΓI. In particular, there exists some L ∈ C such that Ext
1
C(Z,L) 6= 0.
Thus, ΨL(δ)(f¯) 6= 0 for some δ ∈ Ext
1
C(Z,L) and f ∈ HomC(L,X). Since
Ext1C(Z,L)
ΨL //
Ext1
C
(Z,f¯) 
HomΓ (HomC(L,X), I)
HomΓ (HomC(f¯,X),I)
Ext1C(Z,X)
ΨX // HomΓ (End(X), I)
is a commutative diagram, we obtain ΨX(f¯ · δ)(1X) = ΨL(δ)(f¯) 6= 0. Thus, ΨX is
a non-zero left End(X)-linear monomorphism, which is also left Γ -linear.
Since the ring homomorphism ρ : Γ → End(X) is surjective, SX is a sim-
ple left Γ -module and ρ∗ = HomΓ (ρ, I) : HomΓ ( End(X), I) → HomΓ (Γ , I) is a
left Γ -linear monomorphism. Let ν : HomΓ (Γ , I) → I be the canonical Γ -linear
isomorphism. Then, ψ = ν ◦ ρ∗ ◦ ΨX : Ext
1
C(Z,X) → I is a non-zero Γ -linear
monomorphism. Since SX is the essential Γ -socle of I, it is contained in Im(ψ).
In particular, Ext1C(Z,X) has a simple left Γ -submodule S such that ψ(S) = SX .
Since ρ is surjective, S is a simple left End(X)-submodule of Ext1C(Z,X), and hence,
the left End(X)-linear monomorphism ΨX is socle essential. By Theorem 3.7(2),
C has a desired almost split sequence. The proof of the theorem is completed.
Remark. (1) Let Z ∈ ModΛ be finitely presented, strongly indecomposable and
not projective, where Λ is a ring. Since EndΛop(TrZ)
op ∼= EndΛ(Z); see [4, Sec-
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tion I.3], we have a surjective ring homomorphism from Σ = EndΛop(TrZ)
op onto
EndΛ(Z). Let I be the injective envelope of the right Σ -module SZ . Then,
X = HomΣ (TrZ, I) is a strongly indecomposable module in ModΛ such that
Ext1Λ(−, X)
∼= HomΣ (HomΛ(Z,−), I); see [4, (I.11.3), (I.3.4)]. By Theorem 3.8,
there exists an almost split sequence 0 // X // Y // Z // 0 in ModΛ. This
is Auslander’s theorem stated in [4, (II.5.1)].
(2) Let A be a locally finitely presented Grothendieck ableian category with
a finitely presented strongly indecomposable object Z. Consider the canonical
projection Σ = End(Z) → End(Z). Given any injective module I ∈ ModΣop,
Krause obtained a monomorphism Ext1A(−, τI (Z)) → HomΣ (HomA(Z,−), I), for
some τI(Z) ∈ A; see [21, (1.2)]. However, it is not known whether or not τI (Z) is
strongly indecomposable even if I is the injective envelope of SZ . Thus, we cannot
apply Theorem 3.8 to obtain an almost split sequence in A.
We can weaken the assumption that both X and Z are strongly indecomposable
as stated in Theorem 3.8 in some special cases as below.
3.9. Theorem. Let C be an extension-closed subcategory of a triangulated category,
and let Z ∈ C be strongly indecomposable with a non-zero monomorphism
Φ : HomC(−, X)→ HomEnd(Z)(HomC(Z,−), I),
where X ∈ C ∩ C[1] and I is an injective envelope of the right End(Z)-module SZ .
If ΦX is bijective, then C has an almost split sequence X [−1] // Y // Z.
Proof. Assume that ΦX is bijective. Observing that X [−1] ∈ C is such that
Ext1C(−, X [−1]) = HomC(−, X). By Theorem 3.8(3), it amounts to show that
End(X) is local. Put Σ = End(Z). By Lemma 2.4(1), HomC(Z,X) = HomC(Z,X),
which is a right Σ -module. Now, ΦX : End(X) → HomΣ (HomC(Z,X), I) is a
right End(X)-linear isomorphism, while ΦZ : HomC(Z,X) → HomΣ (Σ , I) is a
right Σ -linear monomorphism. Considering the canonical Σ -linear isomorphism
ρ : HomΣ (Σ , I)→ I, we obtain a commutative diagram of surjective Z-linear maps
EndΣ (I)
HomΣ (ρ, I) //
θ

HomΣ (HomΣ (Σ , I), I)
HomΣ (ΦZ , I)

End(X)
ΦX // HomΣ (HomC(Z,X), I).
Since EndΣ (I) is local; see [1, (25.4)], it suffices to show that θ is a ring homo-
morphism. Fix arbitrarily a morphism u : Z → X in C. Given f ∈ EndΣ (I), in
view of the above commutative diagram, we see that ΦX(θ(f)) = f ◦ ΦZ ◦ ρ, and
consequently, we obtain an equation
(1) ΦX(θ(f))(u) = f(ΦZ(u)(1Σ )).
On the other hand, considering the commutative diagram
End(X)
HomC(u,X) 
ΦX // HomΣ (HomC(Z,X), I)
HomΣ (HomC(Z,u),I)
HomC(Z,X)
ΦZ // HomΣ (Σ , I),
we obtain an equation
(2) ΦZ(u)(1Σ ) = ΦX(1X)(u).
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Let fi ∈ EndΓ (I), and write gi = θ(fi) ∈ End(X), for i = 1, 2. We deduce from
the equation (1) that
ΦX(θ(f1f2))(u) = (f1f2)(ΦZ(u)(1Z)) = f1 [f2(ΦZ(u)(1Z))] = f1 (ΦX(g2)(u)) .
Since ΦX is right End(X)-linear, combining the equations (1) and (2) yields
ΦX(g1g2)(u) =ΦX(g1)(g2u) =f1(ΦZ(g2u)(1Σ )) =f1(ΦX(1X)(g2u)) =f1(ΦX(g2)(u)).
Thus, ΦX(θ(f1f2)) = ΦX(g1g2), and consequently, θ(f1f2) = g1g2 = θ(f1)θ(f2).
Since θ is surjective, θ(1I) = 1X . The proof of the theorem is completed.
Remark. If C is a left triangulated subcategory of a triangulated category, then
C ⊆ C[1]. In particular, Theorem 3.9 covers the essential part of Krause’s result
stated in [20, (2.2)], where the isomorphism End(X) ∼= EndEnd(Z)(I) is only verified
to be an abelian group isomorphism.
In a dual fashion, we may establish the following statement.
3.10.Theorem. Let C be an extension-closed subcategory of a triangulated category,
and let X ∈ C be strongly indecomposable with a non-zero monomorphism
Ψ : HomC(Z,−)→HomEnd(X)(HomC(−, X), I)
where Z ∈ C ∩ C[−1] and I is an injective envelope of the left End(X)-module SX .
If ΨZ is bijective, then C has an almost split sequence X // Y // Z[1].
4. Auslander-Reiten functors
The objective of this section is to study the existence of almost split sequences in
a Hom-reflexive tri-exact R-category, where R is a commutative ring. Our main
results will relate the global existence of almost split sequences in the category
to the existence of an Auslander-Reiten functor, which is a generalization of an
Auslander-Reiten duality considered in [24]; and in the left or right triangulated
case, to the existence of a Serre functor with a proper image, which differs slightly
from the classical notion of a Serre functor defined in [29, (I.1)]; see also [10].
Throughout this section, C will stand for a tri-exactR-category, say an extension-
closed subcategory of a triangulated R-category A. We shall say that C has almost
split sequences on the right (respectively, left) if every strongly indecomposable not
Ext-projective (respectively, not Ext-injective) object is the ending (respectively,
starting) term of an almost split sequence; and that C has almost split sequences if it
has almost split sequences on the right and on the left. Recall that the exact functor
D = HomR(−, IR) : ModR→ ModR restricts to a duality D : RModR→ RModR,
where IR is the minimal injective co-generator for ModR, whereas RModR is the
category of reflexive R-modules. We shall say that C is Hom-reflexive (respectively,
Hom-finite) if HomC(X,Y ) is reflexive (respectively, of finite length) over R, for
all X,Y ∈ C; and Ext-reflexive if Ext1C(X,Y ) is reflexive over R, for all X,Y ∈ C.
Hom-finite R-categories are Hom-reflexive; see (1.3), and the converse is not true.
The following statement is important for our purpose; compare [26, (2.4)].
4.1. Lemma. Let R be a commutative ring, and let M,N ∈ModR defining a non-
degenerate R-bilinear form <−,−>:M×N → IR. If M or N is reflexive, then both
M and N are reflexive with R-linear isomorphisms φM : M → DN : u 7→<u,−>
and ψN : N → DM : v 7→<−, v>.
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Proof. By the hypothesis, φM and ψN are monomorphisms. Consider the canonical
monomorphisms σ
M
: M → D2M and σ
N
: N → D2N . It is easy to verify that
φM = D(ψN )◦σM and ψN = D(φM )◦σN , where D(φM ) and D(ψN ) are surjective.
If M is reflexive, so are DM and N ; see (1.3). In particular, σ
M
and σ
N
are
surjective, so are φM and ψN . The proof of the lemma is completed.
We shall first strengthen the results on the existence of an individual almost
split sequence under the Hom-reflexive setting. The following preparatory result is
well-known under some classical settings; see, for example, [14, 24, 29].
4.2. Lemma. Let C be a Hom-reflexive tri-exact R-category. Consider an almost-
zero extension δ ∈ Ext1C(Z,X) and a linear form θ ∈ DExt
1
C(Z,X) such that
θ(δ) 6= 0. Given any object L ∈ C, there exist natural R-linear isomorphisms
ΩL,X : HomC(L,X)→ DExt
1
C(Z,L) : g¯ 7→ θ ◦ Ext
1
C(Z, g¯)
and
ΘZ,L : HomC(Z,L)→ DExt
1
C(L,X) : f 7→ θ ◦ Ext
1
C(f,X).
Proof. Given L ∈ C, by Lemma 3.5, we obtain two non-degenerate R-bilinear forms
<−,−>L : HomC(L,X)× Ext
1
C(Z,L)→ IR : (g¯, ζ) 7→ θ(g¯ · ζ)
and
L<−,−>: Ext
1
C(L,X)×HomC(Z,L)→ IR : (ζ, f)→ θ(ζ · f).
Since C is Hom-reflexive, by Lemma 1.3, HomC(L,X) and HomC(Z,L) are re-
flexive R-modules. By Lemma 4.1, we obtain two isomorphisms ΩL,X and ΘZ,L
as stated in the lemma, which are clearly natural in L; see (2.1). The proof of the
lemma is completed.
The following result improves Theorem 3.7 under the Hom-reflexive setting.
4.3.Theorem. Let C be a Hom-reflexive tri-exact R-category with X,Z ∈ C strongly
indecomposable. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) There exists an almost split sequence X // Y // Z in C.
(2) There exists a non-zero isomorphism ΩX : HomC(−, X)→ DExt
1
C(Z,−).
(3) There exists a non-zero isomorphism ΘZ : HomC(Z,−)→ DExt
1
C(−, X).
Proof. Given an almost-zero extension δ ∈ Ext1C(Z,X), we choose θ ∈ DExt
1
C(Z,X)
such that θ(δ) 6= 0. By Lemma 4.2, we see that HomC(Z,−) ∼= DExt
1
C(−, X) and
HomC(−, X) ∼= DExt
1
C(Z,−). Thus, Statement (1) implies Statements (2) and (3).
Let now ΩX : HomC(−, X) → DExt
1
C(Z,−) be a nonzero isomorphism. In
particular, Z is not Ext-projective, and hence, we have a nonzero canonical algebra
homomorphism R → End(Z). Moreover, since C is Hom-reflexive, we obtain an
isomorphism ΨX : Ext
1
C(Z,−) → DHomC(−, X). By Theorem 3.7(2), we obtain
an almost split sequence as stated in Statement (1). Similarly, we may show that
Statement (3) implies Statement (1). The proof of the theorem is completed.
Remark. In case R is artinian, Theorem 4.3 is known for an Ext-finite abelian
R-category; see [14, 24] and for a Hom-finite exact R-category; see [26].
We shall weaken the condition that both X and Z are strongly indecomposable
stated in Theorem 4.3 in some special cases as below.
4.4. Theorem. Let C be a Hom-reflexive extension-closed subcategory of a trian-
gulated R
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(1) If X ∈ C is strongly indecomposable and Z ∈ C ∩ C[1], then C has an almost
split sequence X // Y // Z if and only if HomC(−, X) ∼= DExt
1
C(Z,−) 6= 0.
(2) If Z ∈ C is strongly indecomposable and X ∈ C ∩ C[−1], then C has an almost
split sequence X // Y // Z if and only if HomC(Z,−) ∼= DExt
1
C(−, X) 6= 0.
Proof. We shall only prove the sufficiency of Statement (1). Let X ∈ C be strongly
indecomposable and HomC(−, X) ∼= DExt
1
C(Z,−) 6= 0, where Z = M [1] for some
M ∈ C. It suffices to show that End(M) is local. Since Ext1C(Z,−)
∼= HomC(M,−),
we obtain an isomorphism ΨX : HomC(−, X) → DHomC(M,−). In particular,
ΨX,X : End(X) → DHomC(M,X) is a right End(X)-linear isomorphism and
ΨM,X : HomC(M,X) → DEnd(M) is a right End(M)-linear isomorphism. Since
M ∈ C[−1], by Lemma 2.4(2), we have HomC(M,X) = HomC(M,X), which is a
left End(X)-module. Since End(X) is reflexive, we obtain a commutative diagram
End(M)
θ 
σ // D2End(M)
D(ΨM,X)

End(X)
ΨX,X // DHomC(M,X)
of R-linear isomorphisms, where σ is the canonical isomorphism. It remains to
show that θ is an algebra homomorphism. Indeed, we fix arbitrarily a morphism
u ∈ HomC(M,X). Given any f ∈ End(M), in view of the above commutative
diagram, we obtain an equation
(1) ΨX,X(θ(f))(u) = ΨM,X(u)(f).
On the other hand, consider the commutative diagram
End(X)
ΨX,X //
HomC(u¯,X)

DHomC(M,X)
DHomC(M,u)

HomC(M,X)
ΨM,X // DEnd(M).
Given any v ∈ End(X), we obtain an equation
(2) ΨM,X(v¯u¯)(f) = ΨX,X(v¯)(uf).
Let now f, g ∈ End(M). Since ΨX,X is also right End(X)-linear, we deduce from
the equations (1) and (2) that
ΨX,X(θ(f)θ(g))(u) = ΨX,X(θ(f))(θ(g)u) = ΨM,X(θ(g)u¯)(f) = ΨX,X(θ(g))(uf).
Since ΨM,X is right End(M)-linear, we deduce from the equation (1) that
ΨX,X(θ(g))(uf) = ΨM,X(uf)(g) = ΨM,X(u)(fg) = ΨX,X(θ(fg))(u).
This yields ΨX,X(θ(f)θ(g)) = ΨX,X(θ(fg)), and hence, θ(fg) = θ(f)θ(g). The
proof of the theorem is completed.
4.5. Corollary. Let C be a Hom-reflexive extension-closed subcategory of a trian-
gulated R-category.
(1) If C is left triangulated with X ∈ C strongly indecomposable, then X is the start-
ing term of an almost split sequence if and only if the functor DHomC(−, X)
is representable by a nonzero object in C[−1].
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(2) If C is right triangulated with Z ∈ C strongly indecomposable, then Z is the
ending term of an almost split sequence if and only if the functor DHomC(Z,−)
is representable by a nonzero object in C[1].
In order to study the global existence of almost split sequences in C, we need to
generalize the classical notion of an Auslander-Reiten duality; see [7, 24].
4.6. Definition. Let C be a tri-exact R-category.
(1) A right Auslander-Reiten functor for C is a functor τ : C → C with binatural R-
linear isomorphisms ΘX,Y : HomC(X,Y )→ DExt
1
C(X, τY ), where X,Y ∈ C.
(2) A left Auslander-Reiten functor for C is a functor τ− : C → C with binatural R-
linear isomorphisms ΩX,Y : HomC(X,Y )→ DExt
1
C(τ
−Y,X), where X,Y ∈ C.
The following statement collects some properties of an Auslander-Reiten functor.
4.7. Proposition. Let C be a Hom-reflexive tri-exact R-category. Then, a right
(or left) Auslander-Reiten functor for C is faithful. If C is, in addition, right (or
left) triangulated, then a right (or left) Auslander-Reiten functor is fully faithful.
Proof. We shall only consider a right Auslander-Reiten functor τ : C → C with
binatural R-linear isomorphisms ΘX,Y : HomC(X,Y ) → DExt
1
C(Y, τX). Given a
morphism u : X → Y , considering the commutative diagram
End(Y )
HomC(u,Y )

ΘY,Y // DExt1C(Y, τY )
DExt1
C
(Y,τ(u))
HomC(X,Y )
ΘX,Y // DExt1C(Y, τX),
we obtain ΘX,Y (u) = ΘY,Y (1Y ) ◦ Ext
1
C(Y, τ(u)). If τ(u) = 0, then ΘX,Y (u) = 0,
and hence, u = 0. That is, τ is faithful. Next, assume that C is a Hom-reflexive
right triangulated subcategory of a triangulated R-category. By Lemmas 1.7 and
2.4(2), C[1] ⊆ C = C. This yields a functor F = [1] ◦ τ : C → C with isomorphisms
ΦX,Y : HomC(X,Y ) → DHomC(Y, FX), which are binatural in X and Y . Given
f ∈ HomC(X,Y ) and g ∈ HomC(Y, FX), considering the commutative diagram
HomC(Y, FX)
ΦY,FX

HomC(Y, Y )
Hom(Y,g)
oo
ΦY,Y

Hom(f,Y )
// HomC(X,Y )
ΦX,Y

DHomC(FX,FY ) DHomC(Y, FY )
DHom(g,FY )oo
DHom(Y,F (f))
// DHomC(Y, FX),
we obtain the following equations
(∗) ΦY,FX(g)(F (f )) = ΦY,Y (1Y )(F (f )g) = ΦX,Y (f)(g).
Since FX ∈ C[1], by Lemma 2.4(1), HomC(Y, FX) = HomC(Y, FX). Thus, we
obtain an isomorphism ΦY,FX : HomC(Y, FX)→ DHomC(FX,FY ), which makes
HomC(X,Y )
ΦX,Y //
F

DHomC(Y, FX)
HomC(FX,FY )
σ // D2HomC(FX,FY )
D(ΦY,FX)
OO
commute, where σ is the canonical isomorphism. Indeed, for any f ∈ HomC(X,Y )
and g ∈ HomC(Y, FX), in view of the equations in (∗), we see that
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D(ΦY,FX)(σ(F (f )))(g) = σ(F (f ))(ΦY,FX(g)) = ΦY,FX(g)(F (f )) = ΦX,Y (f)(g).
As a consequence, F : HomC(X,Y ) → HomC(FX,FY ) is an isomorphism. That
is, F is fully faithful, and so is τ . The proof of the proposition is completed.
We are now able to relate the existence of almost split sequences to the existence
of an Auslander-Reiten functor.
4.8. Theorem. Let C be a Hom-reflexive Krull-Schmidt tri-exact R-category.
(1) There exist almost split sequences on the right (respectively, left) in C if and
only if it admits a full right (respectively, left) Auslander-Reiten functor.
(2) There exist almost split sequences in C if and only if it admits a right Auslander-
Reiten equivalence, or equivalently, a left Auslander-Reiten equivalence ; and in
this case, C is Ext-reflexive.
Proof. We shall prove the theorem only for right Auslander-Reiten functors. Con-
sider a full right Auslander-Reiten functor τ : C → C. Let Z ∈ C be inde-
composable but not Ext-projective. By definition, there exist R-linear isomor-
phisms ΘZ,Y : HomC(Z, Y ) → DExt
1
C(Y, τZ), which is natural in Y . Therefore,
HomC(Z,−) ∼= DExt
1
C(−, τZ). By Proposition 4.7, End(τZ)
∼= End(Z), which is lo-
cal. By Lemma 2.6(1), Ext1C(−, τZ)
∼= Ext1C(−, X) for some indecomposableX ∈ C.
Then, HomC(Z,−) ∼= DExt
1
C(−, X). By Theorem 4.3, there exists an almost split
sequence X // L // Z in C.
Assume that C has almost split sequences on the right. For each indecomposable
and not Ext-projective objectM ∈ C, we fix an indecomposable object τM ∈ C, an
almost-zero extension δM ∈ Ext
1
C(M, τM), and a linear form θM ∈ DExt
1
C(M, τM)
such that θM (δM ) 6= 0. Let X,Y, Z ∈ C be indecomposable and not Ext-projective.
Considering θX and θY , by Lemma 4.2, we obtain two R-linear isomorphisms
ΘX,Y : HomC(X,Y )→ DExt
1
C(Y, τX) : f 7→ θX ◦ Ext
1
C( f,X)
and
ΩτX,τY : HomC(τX, τY )→ DExt
1
C(Y, τX) : g¯ 7→ θY ◦ Ext
1
C(Y, g¯).
This yields an R-linear isomorphism
τ
X,Y
= Ω−1τX,τYΘX,Y : HomC(X,Y )→ HomC(τX, τY ).
Let f ∈ HomC(X,Y ) and ζ ∈ Ext
1
C(Y, τX). Since ΘX,Y (f) = ΩτX,τY (τX,Y(f))
by definition, we obtain an equation
(∗) θX(ζ · f) = θY (τX,Y(f) · ζ).
Let g ∈ HomC(Y, Z) and δ ∈ Ext
1
C(Z, τX). By the above equation, we obtain
θX(δ · (gf )) = θX((δ · g) · f ) = θY (τX,Y(f) · δ · g) = θZ((τY,Z(g) τX,Y(f)) · δ)
That is, ΘX,Z(gf )(δ) = ΩX,Z(τY,Z(g) τX,Y(f))(δ), from which we conclude that
τ
X,Z
(gf ) = τ
Y,Z
(g) τ
X,Y
(f). In particular, since τ
X,X
is bijective, τ
X,X
(1X) = 1¯τX .
Since C is Krull-Schmidt, by Lemma 2.6(1), we may extend τ to a fully faithful
functor τ : C → C. It remains to show that the isomorphism ΘX,Y is binatural. It
is natural in Y by Lemma 4.2. We claim, for h ∈ HomC(X,Z), that the diagram
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HomC(Z, Y )
ΘZ ,Y //
HomC(h ,Y )

DExt1C(Y, τZ)
DExt1
C
(Y,τ
X,Z
(h))

HomC(X,Y )
ΘX ,Y // DExt1C(Y, τX)
is commutative. Indeed, for any u ∈ HomC(Z, Y ) and δ ∈ Ext
1
C(Y, τZ), we obtain
DExt1C(Y, τX,Z(h))(ΘZ,Y (u))(δ) = ΘZ,Y (u)(τX,Z(h) · δ) = θZ(τX,Z(h) · δ · u).
On the other hand, applying the definition of ΘX,Y and the equation (∗), we obtain
ΘX,Y (uh)(δ) = θX((δ · u) · h) = θZ(τX,Z(h) · δ · u).
This shows that ΘX,Y is natural in X . This establishes Statement (1).
Next, assume that the right Auslander-Reiten functor τ : C → C is an equiv-
lence. Since τ is dense, C has almost split sequences on the left. Let X,Y ∈ C
be indecomposable. If Y is Ext-injective, then Ext1C(X,Y ) = 0. Otherwise, we
obtain Y ∼= τZ, where Z ∈ C is indecomposable and not Ext-projective. In this
case, DExt1C(X,Y )
∼= DExt1C(X, τZ) ∼= HomC(Z,X). Since HomC(Z,X) is reflex-
ive, by Lemma 1.3, so are HomC(Z,X) and Ext
1
C(X,Y ). Being Krull-Schmidt, C is
Ext-reflexive. The proof of the theorem is completed.
Remark. Theorem 4.8(2) generalizes Lenzing and Zuazua’s result stated in [24,
(1.1)] for Ext-finite abelian categories over a commutative artinian ring.
Example. Let Q be a quiver of type A∞ with a unique source vertex. The
category of finitely presented representations of Q over a field k is a Hom-finite
abelian k-category, which admits a right Auslander-Reiten functor, but no left
Auslander-Reiten functor; see [9, (1.15), (3.7)].
Finally, we shall specialize to left or right triangulated R-categories. For this
purpose, we shall modify the classical notion of a Serre functor; see [29, (I.1)].
4.9. Definition. Let C be a tri-exact R-category.
(1) A left Serre functor for C is a functor S : C → C with binatural R-linear
isomorphisms ΦX,Y : HomC(X,Y )→ DHomC(SY,X), with X,Y ∈ C.
(2) A right Serre functor for C is a functor S : C → C with binatural R-linear
isomorphisms ΨX,Y : HomC(X,Y )→ DHomC(Y, SX), with X,Y ∈ C.
Remark. In case C is a triangulated R-category, by Lemma 2.4, our left or right
Serre functors coincide with those given by Reiten and van den Bergh in [29, (I.1)].
4.10. Theorem. Let C be a Hom-reflexive Krull-Schmidt tri-exact R-category.
(1) If C is right triangulated, then it has almost split sequences on the right if and
only if it admits a right Auslander-Reiten functor, or equivalently, a right Serre
functor whose image lies in C[1].
(2) If C is left triangulated, then it has almost split sequences on the left if and only
if it admits a left Auslander-Reiten functor, or equivalently, a left Serre functor
whose image lies in C[−1].
(3) If C is triangulated, then it has almost split sequences if and only if it admits a
right or left Serre equivalence, or equivalently, a right or left Serre equivalence.
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Proof. Since Statement (3) is an immediate consequence of Statements (1) and
(2), we shall only prove Statement (1). Assume that C is a right triangulated
subcategory of a triangulated R-category. The first equivalence stated in Statement
(1) follows from Proposition 4.7 and Theorem 4.8(2). For the second equivalence,
observe that C[1] ⊆ C = C; see (1.7) and (2.4). Let τ : C → C be a right Auslander-
Reiten functor with binatural isomorphisms ΘX,Y : HomC(X,Y )→DExt
1
C(Y, τX).
Since Ext1C(Y, τX) = HomC(Y, (τX)[1]), we see that S = [1] ◦ τ : C → C is a
right Serre functor, whose image lies in C[1]. Conversely, let S : C → C be a right
Serre functor with binatural isomorphisms ΨX,Y : HomC(X,Y )→ DHomC(Y, SX).
Suppose that S(C) ⊆ C[1]. Then, HomC(Y, SX) = Ext
1
C(Y, (SX)[−1]), for X,Y ∈ C.
Thus, τ = [−1] ◦ S : C → C is a right Auslander-Reiten functor. The proof of the
theorem is completed.
Remark. Theorem 4.10 generalizes Reiten and van den Bergh’s result stated in
[29, (I.2.4)] for a Hom-finite triangulated category over a field.
Example. Let Λ = kQ/J be a strongly locally finite dimensional algebra over a
field k, where Q is a locally finite quiver without infinite paths and J is locally
admissible. Since all modules in modbΛ have finite projective and finite injective di-
mension, we will see from Theorem 5.12 that Db(modbΛ) has almost split sequences.
Further, for each n ∈ Z, the right triangulated category D≤n(modbΛ) has almost
sequences on the left, and the left triangulated category D≥n(modbΛ) has almost
sequences on the right. More examples can be found at the end of this paper.
5. Almost split triangles in derived categories
The main objective of this section is to study almost split triangles in the derived
categories of an abelian category with enough projective objects and enough in-
jective objects. Our results are applicable to the derived categories of modules
categories over an algebra with a unity or a locally finite dimension algebra given
by a quiver with relations. In particular, they include Happel’s result obtained in
[17] for the bounded derived category of finite dimensional modules over a finite di-
mensional modules. We shall start with an arbitrary abelian category A and quote
the following well-known statement; see, for example, [31, (10.4.7)].
5.1. Lemma. Let X., Y . be complexes over an abelian category A. If X. is bounded-
above of projective objects or Y . is bounded-below of injective objects, then there
exists an isomorphism LX.,Y. : HomK(A)(X
., Y .) → HomD(A)(X
., Y .), which is
induced from the localization functor L : K(A)→ D(A).
Let P and I be strictly additive subcategories of A of projective objects and of
injective objects, respectively. By Lemma 5.1, we can viewKb(P) andKb(I) as full
subcategories of Db(A). A projective resolution over P of a complex Z. ∈ C−(A) is
a quasi-isomorphism s. : P .→ Z. with P . ∈ C−(P), which is finite if P . ∈ Cb(P).
Dually, an injective co-resolution over I of a complex X. ∈ C+(A) is a quasi-
isomorphism t. : X.→ I. with I. ∈ C+(I), which is finite if I. ∈ Cb(I).
5.2. Theorem. Let A be an abelian category such that D∗(A) with ∗ ∈ {∅,+,−, b}
has an almost split triangle X. // Y . // Z. // X.[1], where X. is a bounded-
below complex and Z. is a bounded-above complex.
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(1) If Z. admits a projective resolution over a strictly additive subcategory P of
projective objects of A, then it admits a finite projective resolution over P.
(2) If X. admits an injective co-resolution over a strictly additive subcategory I of
injective objects of A, then it admits a finite injective co-resolution over I.
Proof. We shall view D∗(A) as a full triangulated subcategory of D(A); see [27,
Chapter III]. Let P be a strictly additive subcategory of projective objects A with
s. : P .→ Z. a quasi-isomorphism with P . ∈ C−(P). Write W .= X.[1], a complex
in D+(A) ∩ D∗(A). Let n be an integer such that W i = 0 for all i < n. Write
δ. : Z. → X.[1] for the third morphism in the almost split triangle stated in the
theorem. By Lemma 5.1, δ.s˜.= t˜. for some complex morphism t. : P .→W ..
Consider the brutal truncation κ≥n(P
.) and the associated canonical morphism
µ. : κ≥n(P
.) → P .. Being bounded, κ≥n(P
.) lies in D∗(A). We claim that µ¯. is a
retraction in K(A). Otherwise, by Lemma 5.1, s˜.µ˜. is not a retraction in D∗(A),
and hence, t˜.µ˜. = δ.(s˜.µ˜.) = 0. By Lemma 5.1, t¯.µ¯.= 0. In particular, there exist
morphisms hi : P i → W i−1 with i ≥ n such that ti = tiµi = hi+1diP + d
i+1
W h
i, for
all i ≥ n. Setting hi = 0 : P i → W i−1 for i < n, we obtain ti = hi+1diP + d
i+1
W h
i,
for all i ∈ Z. That is, t¯. = 0, and hence, δ. = 0, a contradiction. This establishes
our claim. In particular, Hi(P .) = 0 for all i < n.
Let u. : P . → κ≥n(P
.) be a complex morphism such that µ¯.u¯. = 1¯P .. Then,
there exist f i+1 : P i+1 → P i such that 1P i − u
i = f i+1diP + d
i−1
P f
i, for i ∈ Z. In
particular, 1Pn−1 = f
ndn−1P +d
n−2
P f
n−1 and dn−1P = d
n−1
P f
ndn−1P .Write d
n−1
P = jv,
where v : Pn−1 → C is the cokernel of dn−2P . Since Im(d
n−2
P ) = Ker(d
n−1
P ), by the
Snake Lemma, j : C → Pn is a monomorphism. Since ju = jufnju, we obtain
1Q = (uf
n)j, and hence, C ∈ P . Thus, the smart truncation τ≥n(P
.) lies in Cb(P).
Since Hi(P .) = 0 for all i < n, the canonical projection p. : P .→ τ≥n(P
.) is a quasi-
isomorphism; see [27, (III.3.4.2)]. Therefore, Z. ∼= τ≥n(P
.) in D∗(A). By Lemma
5.1, τ≥n(P
.) is a finite projective resolution of Z. over P . Dually, we may establish
Statement (2). The proof of the theorem is completed.
If A has enough projective (respectively, injective) objects, then every bounded-
above (respectively, bounded-below) complex over A admits a projective resolution
(respectively, injective co-resolution); see [11, (7.5)].
5.3. Corollary. Let A be an abelian category such that Db(A) has an almost split
triangle X. // Y . // Z. // X.[1].
(1) If A has enough projective objects, then Z. has a finite projective resolution.
(2) If A has enough injective objects, then X. has a finite injective co-resolution.
Example. Given any ring Σ , Corollary 5.3 applies in Db(ModΣ ); and if Σ is
noetherian, then Corollary 5.3(1) applies in Db(mod+Σ ).
Next, we shall obtain some sufficient conditions for the existence of an almost
split triangle in the derived categories of A. For this purpose, we need to assume
that A is an abelian R-category and consider D = HomR(−, IR) : ModR→ ModR,
where IR is a minimal injective co-generator for ModR.
5.4. Definition. Let A be an abelian R-category. Given P a strictly additive sub-
category of projective objects of A, a functor ν : P → A is called a Nakayama func-
tor if there exist binatural isomorphisms β
P,X
: HomA(X, νP ) → DHomA(P,X),
for all P ∈ P and X ∈ A.
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Remark. Given a Nakayama functor ν : P → A, we see easily that νP is an
injective object of A, for every P ∈ P . Hence νP , the image of P under ν, is a
strictly additive subcategory of injective objects of A.
As an example, we have the following probably known statement.
5.5. Lemma. Let A be an R-algebra. Then ν
A
= DHomA(−, A) : projA → ModA
is a Nakayama functor for ModA.
Proof. Given P ∈ projA and X ∈ ModA, it is well known; see [1, (20.10)] that
there exists a binatural R-linear isomoprhism
η
P,X
: HomA(P,A)⊗A X → HomA(P,X) : f ⊗ x 7→ [u 7→ f(u)x].
Considering the R-A-bimodule HomA(P,A) and the adjoint isomorphism, we obtain
the following binatural isomorphisms
HomR(HomA(P,X), IR)
∼
−→ HomR(HomA(P,A) ⊗A X, IR)
∼
−→ HomA(X,HomR(HomA(P,A), IR)).
The proof of the lemma is completed.
The following statement collects some properties of a Nakayama functor.
5.6. Lemma. Let A be an abelian category with P a strictly additive subcategory of
projective objects of A. Then every Nakayama functor ν : P → A is faithful, and it
is fully faithful in case P is Hom-reflexive over R.
Proof. Let ν : P → A be a Nakayama functor with binatural R-linear isomorphisms
β
P,X
: HomA(X, νP ) → DHomA(P,X), where P ∈ P and X ∈ A. Fix two objects
L, P ∈ P . Given f : L→ P and g : P → νL, considering the commutative diagram
HomA(νL, νP )
βP,νL

HomA(νL, νL)
(gf,νL) //
βL,νL

(νL,νf)oo HomA(L, νL)
βL,L

HomA(P, νL)
βL,P

(f,νL)oo
DHomA(P, νL) DHomA(L, νL)
D(L,gf)//D(f,νL)oo DHomA(L,L) DHomA(L, P ),
D(L,f)oo
we obtain the following equations
(∗) βP,νL(νf)(g) = βL,νL(1νL)(gf) = βL,L(gf)(1L) = βL,P (g)(f).
We claim these equations imply the commutativity of the diagram
HomA(L, P )
σ //
ν

D2HomA(L, P )
D(βL,P )

HomA(νL, νP )
βP,νL // DHomA(P, νL),
where σ is the canonical injection. Indeed, using the equations in (∗), we see that
D(βL,P )(σ(f))(g) = σ(f)(βL,P (g)) = βL,P (g)(f) = βP,νL(νf)(g).
As a consequence, ν : HomA(L, P )→ HomA(νL, νP ) is a monomorphism, and it is
an isomorphism if HomA(L, P ) is reflexive. The proof of the lemma is completed.
Remark. If P is Hom-reflexive over R, then every Nakayama functor ν : P → A
co-restricts an equivalence ν : P → νP . In this case, we shall always denote by
ν - : νP → P a quasi-inverse of ν : P → νP .
Example. Let Λ = kQ/I be a locally finite dimensional algebra over a field k,
where Q is locally finite and J is weakly admissible. Then projΛ is Hom-finite over
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k; see [12, (3.2)], and we have a Nakayama functor ν
Λ
: projΛ → ModΛ, sending
Px to Ix; see [12, (3.2), (3.6)]. This yields an equivalence νΛ : projΛ→ injΛ with a
quasi-inverse ν-
Λ
: injΛ→ projΛ, sending Ix to Px.
Let F : A → B be a functor between additive categories. Applying F component-
wise, one may extend F to a functor C(A) → C(B), sending null-homotopic mor-
phisms to null-homotopic ones and cones to cones. The latter functor induces a
triangle-exact functor K(A)→ K(B); see [27, (V.1.1.1)]. For the simplicity of no-
tation, these functors will be written as F : C(A)→ C(B) and F : K(A)→ K(B).
5.7. Proposition. Let A be an abelian R-category admitting a Nakayama functor
ν : P → A, where P is a strictly additive subcategory of projective objects of A.
(1) The triangle-exact functor ν :K(P)→K(A) restricts to a triangle-exact functor
ν : Kb(P)→ Kb(νP), which is an equivalence if P is Hom-reflexive over R.
(2) Given a complex X. over A and a bounded complex P . over P, we obtain a bina-
tural R-linear isomorphism β˜
P
.
,X
. : HomD(A)(X
., νP .)→ DHomD(A)(P
., X.).
Proof. If P is Hom-reflexive over R, then ν : P → νP is an equivalence; see
(5.6), which clearly induces an equivalence ν : Kb(P) → Kb(νP). It remains to
prove Statement (2). By definition, we obtain binatural R-linear isomorphisms
β
P,X
: HomA(X, νP )→ DHomA(P,X), for all P ∈ P and X ∈ A.
Fix a complex X. over A and a bounded complex P . over P . We may define an
R-linear map β
P
.
,X
. : HomC(A)(X
., νP .)→ DHomC(A)(P
., X.) by setting
β
P
.
,X
.(ξ
.
)(ζ
.
) =
∑
i∈Z (−1)
iβ
Pi,Xi
(ξi)(ζi),
for ξ . : X. → νP . and ζ . : P . → X. in C(A). Using the binaturality of β
P,X
, we
see that β
P
.
,X
. is binatural and β
P
.
,X
. (ξ
.)(ζ .) = 0 if ξ . or ζ . is null-homotopic. This
induces binatural R-linear maps β¯
P
.
,X
. : HomK(A)(X
., νP .) → DHomK(A)(P
., X.)
such that β¯
P
.
,X
.(ξ¯
.)(ζ¯ .) = β
P
.
,X
. (ξ
.)(ζ .), which we claim are isomorphisms.
Sublemma. If X. is a bounded complex, then β¯P.,X. is an isomorphism.
Indeed, we start with the case where w(X.) = 1, say X. concentrates at degree
0. Suppose first that w(P .) = 1. If P . concentrates at degree 0, then β¯
P
.
,X
. can
be identified with β
P 0,X0
, which is an isomorphism. Otherwise, β¯
P
.
,X
. is a zero
isomorphism. Suppose now that w(P .) = s > 1. By Lemma 1.8, K(P) has an exact
triangle Q. // P . // L. // Q.[1] with w(Q.) < s and w(L.) = 1. This yields
an exact triangle νQ. // νP . // νL. // νQ.[1] in K(A). Since IR is injective,
we obtain a commutative diagram with exact rows
(X., νL.[−1])
β¯
L
.
[−1],X
.

// (X., νQ.)
β¯
Q
.
,X
.

// (X., νP .)
β¯
P
.
,X
.

// (X., νL.)
β¯
L
.
,X
.

// (X., νQ.[1])
β¯
Q
.
[1],X
.

D(L.[−1], X.) // D(Q., X.) // D(P ., X.) // D(L., X.) // D(Q.[1], X.),
where (M., N.) = HomK(A)(M
., N.). By the induction hypothesis on w(P .), we see
that β¯
P
.
,X
. is an R-linear isomorphism. Consider next the case where w(X
.) = t > 1.
By Lemma 1.8, K(A) has an exact triangle Z. // X. // Y . // Z.[1], where
w(Z.) < t and w(Y .) = 1. This yields a commutative diagram with exact rows
(Z.[−1], νP .)
β¯
P
.
,Z
.
[−1]
// (Y ., νP .)
β¯
P
.
,Y
.

// (X., νP .)
β¯
P
.
,X
.

// (Z., νP .)
β¯
P
.
,Z
.

// (Y .[1], νP .)
β¯
P
.
,Y
.
[1]
D(P ., Z.[−1]) // D(P ., Y .) // D(P ., X.) // D(P ., Z.) // D(P ., Y .[1]).
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By the induction hypothesis, β¯
P
.
,X
. is an isomorphism. This proves the sublemma.
In general, assume that P i = 0 for i 6∈ [m,n], where m < n. Considering the
brutal truncations M. = κ≥m(X
.) and N. = κ≤n(M
.) with canonical morphisms
µ. :M.→ X. and pi. :M. → N., we obtain a commutative diagram
HomK(A)(X
., νP .)
β¯
P
.
,X
.

Hom(µ¯
.
, νP
.
) // HomK(A)(M
., νP .)
β¯
P
.
,M
.

HomK(A)(N
., νP .)
β¯
P
.
,N
.

Hom(p¯i
.
, νP
.
)oo
DHomK(A)(P
., X.)
DHom(P
.
, µ¯
.
)// DHomK(A)(P
.,M.) DHomK(A)(P
., N.).
DHom(P
.
, p¯i
.
)oo
Since P i = 0 for i 6∈ [m,n], it is not difficulty to see that the horizontal maps
are R-linear isomorphisms. Since N. is bounded, by the sublemma, β¯
P
.
,N
. is an
isomorphism, and so are β¯
P
.
, M
. and β¯
P
.
,X
.. This establishes our claim. Then, by
Lemma 5.1, we obtain a binatural R-linear isomorphism
β˜
P
.
,X
. = D(L
−1
P .,X.) ◦ β¯P.,X. ◦ L
−1
X.,νP . : HomD(A)(X
.
, νP
.
)→ DHomD(A)(P
.
, X
.
).
The proof of the proposition is completed.
Remark. The isomorphism stated in Proposition 5.7(2) is known for the bounded
derived category of a finite dimensional algebra; see [16, Page 350].
We are ready to obtain a sufficient condition for the existence of an almost split
triangle in the derived categories of an abelian category with a Nakayama functor.
5.8. Theorem. Let A be an abelian R-category with P a strictly additive subcate-
gory of projective objects of A and ν :P →A a Nakayama functor. If P . ∈ Kb(P)
and νP . ∈ Kb(νP) are strongly indecomposable, then Db(A) has an almost split
triangle νP .[−1] // M. // P . // νP ., which is also almost split in D(A).
Proof. Assume that P . ∈ Kb(P) and νP . ∈ Kb(νP) are strongly indecomposable.
By Lemma 5.1, P . and νP . are strongly indecomposable in Db(A). In view of
Proposition 5.7(2), we obtain an isomorphism
Φ : Ext1D(A)(−, νP
.
[−1]) = HomD(A)(−, νP
.
)→ DHomD(A)(P
.
,−),
which restricts to an isomorphism
Ψ : Ext1Db(A)(−, νP
.
[−1]) = HomDb(A)(−, νP
.
)→ DHomDb(A)(P
.
,−).
Choose a non-zero R-linear form θ : EndDb(A)(P
.)→ IR, which vanishes on the
radical of EndDb(A)(P
.). Then, θ = ΨP .(δ
.) for some δ. ∈ Ext1Db(A)(P
., νP .[−1]).
Since θ is in the right EndDb(A)(P
.)-socle of DEndDb(A)(P
.), by Theorem 3.6, δ.
is an almost-zero extension in Db(A). On the other hand, since Db(A) is a full
triangulated subcategory of D(A), we see that δ.∈ Ext1D(A)(P
., νP .[−1]) such that
ΦP .(δ
.) = θ, which lies in the right EndD(A)(P
.)-socle of DEndD(A)(P
.). Hence, δ.
is an almost-zero extension in D(A). Therefore, δ. defines an almost split triangle
νP .[−1] //M. // P . // νP . in Db(A), which is also an almost split triangle
in D(A). The proof of the theorem is completed.
Example. Let A be an R-algebra. By Lemma 5.5, there exists a Nakayama functor
ν
A
: projA→ ModA, and hence, Theorem 5.8 applies in D(ModA).
As an application of Theorem 5.8, we shall describe some almost split triangles
in the derived categories of all modules over a locally finite dimensional algebra.
5.9. Corollary. Let Λ = kQ/J be a locally finite dimensional algebra over a field
k, where Q is locally finite and J is weakly admissible.
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(1) If P . ∈ Kb(projΛ) is indecomposable, then Db(ModΛ) has an almost split tri-
angle ν
Λ
P .[−1] // M. // P . // ν
Λ
P ., which is almost split in D(ModΛ).
(2) If I. ∈ Kb(injΛ) is indecomposable, then Db(ModΛ) has an almost split triangle
I. // M. // ν-
Λ
I.[1] // I.[1], which is almost split in D(ModΛ).
Proof. Since A is locally finite dimensional, projΛ is Hom-finite; see [12, (3.2)], and
so is Kb(projΛ). Since the idempotents in Db(ModΛ) split; see [23, Corollary A],
so do the idempotents in Kb(projΛ). Thus, Kb(projΛ) is Krull-Schmidt; see [26,
(1.1)]. Moreover, the Nakayama functor ν
Λ
: projΛ→ ModΛ induces an equivalence
ν
Λ
: Kb(projΛ) → Kb(injΛ) with a quasi-inverse ν -
Λ
: Kb(injΛ) → Kb(projΛ); see
(5.7). If P . ∈ Kb(projΛ) is indecomposable, then so is ν
Λ
P . ∈ Kb(injΛ). By
Theorem 5.8, there exists an almost split triangle as stated in Statement (1). On
the other hand, if I. ∈ Kb(injΛ) is indecomposable, then so is ν-
Λ
I.[1] ∈ Kb(projΛ).
By Theorem 5.8, there exists an almost split triangle as stated in Statement (2).
The proof of the corollary is completed.
Similarly, we can describe some almost split triangles in the derived categories
of all modules over a reflexive noetherian algebra.
5.10. Theorem. Let A be a reflexive noetherian R-algebra. Consider a strongly
indecomposable complex M. ∈ Db(ModA).
(1) If M. is a complex over mod+A, then Db(ModA) has an almost split triangle
N. // L. // M. // N.[1] if and only if M. has a finite projective resolution
P . over projA; and in this case, N.∼= νAP
.[−1], a complex over mod−A.
(2) If M. is a complex over mod−A, then Db(ModA) has an almost split trian-
gle M. // L. // N. // M.[1] if and only if M. has a finite injective co-
resolution I. over injA; and in this case, N. ∼= ν -
A
I.[1], a complex over mod+A.
Proof. Since AA is R-reflexive, by Lemma 1.3, we see that projA is Hom-reflexive
over R. Thus, by Proposition 5.7(1), the Nakayama functor ν
A
: projA → ModΛ
induces an equivalence ν
A
: Kb(projA) → Kb(injA), which has a quasi-inverse
ν -
A
: Kb(injA) → Kb(projA). In particular, a complex P . ∈ Kb(projA) is strongly
indecomposable if and only if ν
A
P . ∈ Kb(injA) is strongly indecomposable. More-
over, by Theorem 1.4, mod+A is an abelian category with enough projective modules
in projA and mod−A is an abelian category with enough injective modules in injA,
and consequently, every bounded complex over mod+A has a projective resolution
over projA and every bounded complex over mod−A has an injective co-resolution
over injA; see [11, (7.5)]. Now, Statements (1) and (2) follow immediately from
Theorems 5.2 and 5.8. The proof of the theorem is completed.
Example. If R is a product of noetherian complete local commutative rings,
then every noetherian R-algebra is reflexive; see [4, Section 5].
In case R is noetherian complete local, the finiteness of the global dimension of
a noetherian R-algebra is related to the existence of almost split triangles in its
derived category.
5.11. Corollary. Let A be a noetherian R-algebra, where R is a product of com-
mutative noetherian complete local rings. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) The global dimension of A is finite.
(2) Every indecomposable complex in Db(mod+A) is the ending term of an almost
split triangle in Db(ModA).
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(3) Every indecomposable object in Db(mod−A) is the starting term of an almost
split triangle in Db(ModA).
Proof. First of all, A is a reflexive noetherian R-algebra. Moreover, mod+A is a
Krull-Schmidt abelian subcategory of RModA; see [4, Section 5], and by Theorem
1.4(2), so is mod−A. Thus, Db(modA) and Db(mod-A) are Krull-Schmidt; see [23,
Corollary B]. Since mod+A has enough projective modules in projA and mod−A has
enough injective modules in injA, we see that Db(modA) and Db(mod-A) are full
triangulated subcategories of D(ModA); see [8, (1.11)].
Let A be of finite global dimension. Then, every bounded complex over mod+A
has a finite projective resolution over projA and every bounded complex over mod-A
has a finite injective co-resolution over injA; see [11, (7.5)]. Thus, Statements (2)
and (3) follow from Theorem 5.10. Conversely, assume that Statement (3) holds.
Since mod−A is Krull-Schmidt, we deduce from Theorem 5.10(2) that every module
in mod−A is of finite injective dimension. By Proposition 1.4(2), every module
in mod+Aop is of finite projective dimension, and hence, Aop is of finite global
dimension; see [30, (9.12)]. Being left and right noetherian as a ring, A is of finite
global dimension; see [30, (9.23)]. The proof of the corollary is completed.
To conclude, we shall describe all possible almost split triangles in the bounded
derived category of an abelian category with a Nakayama functor, enough projective
objects and enough injective objects.
5.12.Theorem. Let A be an abelian R-category with a Nakayama functor ν :P→A,
where P is a Hom-reflexive strictly additive subcategory of projective objects of A
such that A has enough projective objects in P and enough injective objects in νP.
(1) If Z. ∈ Db(A) is strongly indecomposable, then there exists an almost split
triangle X. // Y . // Z. // X.[1] in Db(A) if and only if Z. has a finite
projective resolution P . over P ; and in this case, X.∼= νP
.
.
(2) If X. ∈ Db(A) is strongly indecomposable, then there exists an almost split
triangle X. // Y . // Z. // X.[1] in Db(A) if and only if X. has a finite
injective co-resolution I. over νP ; and in this case, Z.∼= ν-I
.
.
(3) If every object in A has a finite projective resolution over P(respectively, injec-
tive co-resolution over νP), then Db(A) has almost split triangles on the right
(respectively, left); and the converse holds in case A is Krull-Schmidt.
Proof. By Lemma 5.7(1), the Nakayama functor ν : P → A induces an equivalence
ν : Kb(P) → Kb(νP) with a quasi-inverse ν - : Kb(νP) → Kb(P). Since A has
enough projective objects in P and enough injective objects in νP , every bounded
complex over A has a projective resolution over P and an injective co-resolution
over νP ; see [11, (7.5)]. In view of Theorems 5.2 and 5.8, we see easily that the
first two statements hold true.
Next, assume that every object in A has a finite projective resolution over P .
Then, every bounded complex over A has a finite resolution over P ; see [11, (7.5)].
By Statement (1), Db(A) has almost split triangles on the right. Conversely, sup-
pose that A has almost split triangles on the right. In particular, every strongly
indecomposable object in A is the ending term of an almost split triangle in Db(A),
and by Statement (1), it has a finite projective resolution over P . If A in addition
is Krull-Schmidt, then every object in A has a finite projective resolution over P .
This proves the first part of Statement (3), and the second part follows dually. The
proof of the theorem is completed.
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Example. (1) Let A be an artin algebra over a commutative artinian ring R.
Then modA is a Hom-finite abelian R-category with enough projective modules and
enough injective modules. Considering the Nakayama functor ν
A
: projA→ modA,
we see that Theorem 5.12 applies in Db(modA), and in particular, it includes
Happel’s results stated in [17].
(2) Let Λ = kQ/J be a strongly locally finite dimensional algebra over a field k,
where Q is locally finite and J is locally admissible. Then modbΛ is a Hom-finite
abelian k-category with enough projective modules in projΛ and enough injective
modules in injΛ. Considering the Nakayama functor ν
Λ
: projΛ → modbΛ, we see
that Theorem 5.12 applies in Db(modbΛ). In case Q has no infinite path, every
module in modbΛ has a finite projective dimension and a finite injective dimension,
and by Theorem 5.12(3), Db(modbΛ) has almost split triangles.
(3) Let Λ = kQ/J , where Q is a locally finite quiver and J is the ideal in kQ
generated by the paths of length two. Then, every module in modbΛ is of finite
projective dimension over projΛ if and only if Q has no right infinite path, and
every module in modbΛ is of finite injective dimension over injΛ if and only if Q
has no left infinite path. By Theorem 5.12, Db(modbΛ) has almost split triangles
(on the left, on the right) if and only if Q has no (left, right) infinite path.
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